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The upper Aeronian to lower Telychian (Llandovery Series, lower Silurian) strata at the east end of El Pintado reser-
voir, Seville Province, Spain are documented in terms of their lithologies, graptolite biostratigraphy and δ13Corg re-
cord. This is the first time that a continuously graptolitic section throught the Aeronian/Telychian boundary has been
studied in detail. The upper Aeronian part of the section is assigned to the Stimulograptus halli Biozone which is di-
visible into three, the middle part being referred to the Lituigraptus rastrum Subzone. The Telychian strata are as-
signed to the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone and lower Sp. turriculatus Biozone. Unusually, two specimens of
Sp. turriculatus were found at a level low in the guerichi Biozone. 118 graptolite species are recorded, 18 of which are
new and described here together with other species for which the El Pintado material provides new information. Di-
versity increases considerably in some genera (Glyptograptus, Parapetalolithus, Rastrites, Streptograptus) in the up-
per halli Biozone and/or lower to middle guerichi Biozone only to decline again (except for Streptograptus) in the up-
per part of the guerichi Biozone as part of the “utilis Event”. This diversity decline coincides with an interval of
elevated δ13Corg values. There are no major δ13Corg excursions present in the El Pintado sections. The δ13Corg record
through the guerichi Biozone is very similar to that in Arctic Canada. • Key words: graptolite, biostratigraphy, palaeo-
biogeography, Aeronian, Telychian, Llandovery, Spain.
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Our knowledge of the geological column is remarkably
patchy. For some stratigraphical intervals numerous papers
exist documenting sections, their contained fossils and
chemostratigraphical record. Other intervals – unfortuna-
tely these are often around chronostratigraphical bounda-
ries – are remarkably bereft of useful published stratigraph-
ical data. This is usually because of the paucity or even
absence of sections without major facies changes that are
continuously fossiliferous. One such “unknown” interval
has been the uppermost Aeronian to lowermost Telychian
(middle to upper Llandovery Series). Recognition that the
GSSP for the base of the Telychian Stage is unsatisfactory
from a number of viewpoints (Temple 1988; Loydell
1993a; Davies et al. 2011, 2013) has heightened recent in-
terest in the search for more informative sections. The aim
of this paper is to document the upper Aeronian and lower
Telychian graptolitic strata through sections on the shores
of El Pintado reservoir in Seville Province, Spain and to
discuss the bio-, chrono- and chemostratigraphy of this part
of the Silurian System.
The paper commences with a review of published sec-
tions, to indicate why the El Pintado sections are so impor-
tant. It continues with documentation of the sections stud-
ied, including their graptolite biostratigraphy and discusses
the different upper Aeronian to lower Telychian
biozonations previously proposed and their advantages and
disadvantages. The organic carbon isotope record of the
sections is presented and compared with the only other two
locations with δ13Corg data (Bohemia and Arctic Canada).
Finally, there are descriptions of new graptolite species and
of those previously described species for which the El
Pintado material provides new information.
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The importance of the El Pintado sections in providing a
continuous graptolite record through the Aeronian/Telych-
ian boundary is shown below where a brief review is provi-
ded of sections through this interval on the various Silurian
palaeocontinents. Coverage is not exhaustive, but included
are all regions that have been studied monographically or
where stratigraphical ranges of taxa are provided together
with lithological information. The graptolite assemblages
from some sections require documentation or revision,
but at the time of writing there is no fully documented con-
tinuously graptolitic outcrop section known through the
Aeronian/Telychian boundary worldwide. Only in outer
shelf/deep basinal environments are such sections likely to
be encountered and even here in many cases, as documen-
ted below, the highest Aeronian graptolitic strata are sepa-
rated from the lowest Telychian graptolitic strata by litho-
logies yielding either no graptolites or too few to be of any
great biostratigraphical value. Figure 1 summarizes the
stratigraphical occurrence in Europe of graptolitic strata
through the upper Aeronian and lower Telychian.
Sections located in peri-Gondwanan Europe. – Štorch &
Frýda (2012) provided lithological, graptolite biostratigraph-
ical and carbon isotope data through the upper Aeronian to
lowermost Telychian of the Prague synform, Bohemia.
The base of the Telychian here lies within a pale
non-graptolitic mudstone unit. Although this is only 0.5 m
thick in the Radotín tunnel section, it evidently encompas-
ses a significant amount of time, represented in the El Pin-
tado sections by the upper Stimulograptus halli Biozone
and lower two-thirds of the Spirograptus guerichi Bio-
zone. Whereas in Bohemia the highest graptolitic sample
beneath the non-graptolitic pale mudstone yields Lituigrap-
tus rastrum, in the El Pintado section higher parts of the Sti-
mulograptus halli Biozone are represented within which
Rastrites linnaei appears (and co-occurs with stratigraphi-
cally higher specimens of L. rastrum; Figs 9, 11) and
L. rastrum itself disappears more than a metre below the
first appearance of Spirograptus guerichi. The lowermost
Telychian black shale horizon in the Radotín tunnel section
yields Torquigraptus planus, a species that makes its first
appearance in China (Loydell 1993a), Wales (Loydell
1993b) and Sweden (Loydell & Maletz 2004), and also
in the El Pintado section (Fig. 10) in the upper part of the
guerichi Biozone. Barrande’s classic locality of Želko-
vice shows a similar stratigraphical sequence with Tor-
quigraptus planus again present in the lowest Telychian
black shale. The non-graptolitic nature of the lowermost
Telychian at Želkovice may explain why “Monograp-
tus” gemmatus, first described by Barrande (1850) from
Želkovice, is so uncommon there – the very few speci-
mens found are amongst the last before the species be-
came extinct.
Schauer (1967, 1971) provided detailed sedimentary
logs and graptolite biostratigraphical data for sections in
east-central Germany. Although diverse well-preserved
(although tectonically deformed) graptolite assemblages
occur in the lower Telychian Spirograptus guerichi
Biozone, the uppermost Aeronian yielded either no
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!"# Graptolitic strata through the upper Aeronian–lower
Telychian of sections in Europe. Note that although the graptolitic hori-
zons are largely a record of sediments deposited during intervals of bot-
tom water anoxia or dysoxia, the Welsh Telychian records, particularly in
the lower guerichi Biozone, are from turbiditic sandstones deposited on
an oxic seafloor, protected from destructive taphonomic processes by the
overlying finer-grained turbiditic sediment (Bouma D and/or E units). De-
tails of sections are derived from the papers listed in the text. See text for
further details and information on additional sections. Abbreviations: con.
= convolutus; WIC = Western Iberian Cordillera.
graptolites (Ronneburg-Raitzhain I section) or rare, poorly
preserved monospecific assemblages of Stimulograptus.
The Lower Palaeozoic of the Iberian Peninsula is di-
vided into five structural “zones” each with a distinctive
stratigraphy reflecting palaeogeographical location
(Fig. 2), in particular proximity either to land areas on
Gondwana or to the Rheic Ocean. In the Western Iberian
Cordillera (Gutiérrez-Marco & Štorch 1998) graptolitic
shales with guerichi Biozone assemblages immediately
overlie sandstones in some cases of uncertain age, but in
the case of the Orihuela del Tremedal roadcut section un-
derlain by lower Lituigraptus convolutus Biozone grapto-
litic shales. In the Checa section the shales overlying the
sandstone are interpreted by Gutiérrez-Marco & Štorch
(1998) to be from the lower part of the guerichi Biozone; in
other sections they are considered to be from higher levels
within the guerichi Biozone. The Corral de Calatrava sec-
tion in the Central Iberian Zone is similar in having upper
guerichi Biozone graptolites in the lowermost black shale
overlying the Rhuddanian–Aeronian Criadero Quartzite
(Štorch et al. 1998).
Sections located on Avalonia. – The upper Aeronian–lower
Telychian graptolite record on the shelf surrounding the
Welsh Basin is very sparse. Deeper water deposits in cen-
tral Wales, however, have been extensively investigated
for more than a century, with detailed descriptions of sec-
tions and records of graptolitic occurrences in numerous
publications (e.g. Jones 1909; Jones & Pugh 1916; Cave &
Hains 1986; Loydell 1991a, 1992, 1993b; Davies et al.
1997). The sedimentary record of the Aeronian and Telych-
ian in the Welsh Basin is one dominated by strata deposited
under oxic conditions with graptolites preserved either
in hemipelagites during generally brief periods of bottom
water anoxia or where they were rapidly buried within tur-
bidites, mostly within Bouma-C units, often when bottom
waters were oxic as evidenced by trace fossils on the base
of the turbidite arenites.
Within the lower part of the Stimulograptus sedgwickii
Biozone in central Wales is a distinctive, often several
metres thick unit comprising interbedded black graptolitic
shales and thin distal turbidites long used as a
lithostratigraphical marker during mapping. The presence
of Neolagarograptus tenuis at the base of this unit sug-
gests, from the ranges presented by Štorch & Frýda (2012)
through a continuously graptolitic convolutus/sedgwickii
Biozone transition, that the base of these
“Monograptus-sedgwicki shales” (Jones & Pugh 1916,
Davies et al. 1997) lies above that of the sedgwickii Bio-
zone. Above the “Monograptus-sedgwicki shales” the suc-
ceeding upper Aeronian strata represent deposition under
predominantly oxic conditions with thin graptolitic shales
comprising a very small percentage of the total thickness of
strata. Jones & Pugh (1916) recognised three such bands
within their newly erected Monograptus (now Stimu-
lograptus) halli Biozone: a lowest with Stimulograptus
halli, Metaclimacograptus undulatus and Torquigraptus
involutus, a middle band with St. halli and Rastrites and an
upper band dominated by Metaclimacograptus undulatus
and Pristiograptus. Nowhere is there a graptolitic
Aeronian/Telychian transition, and the lowest Telychian
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone graptolites occur within
turbidite sandstones and siltstones in the Devil’s Bridge
Formation e.g. at Nant Fuches-wen quarry (Jones 1909, lo-
cality F.29; Loydell 1992, locality D13) and in the
Glan-fred core (Loydell 1992). Numerous generally very
thin (usually sub-mm to a few mm thick) graptolitic shales
occur sporadically through the remainder of the
Spirograptus guerichi and Spirograptus turriculatus
biozones which are represented overall by many hundreds
of metres of turbidites.
In the Spengill section, Howgill Fells, there are more
than 3 m of non-graptolitic mudstone between the highest
graptolitic Aeronian horizon assigned by Rickards (1970)
to the sedgwickii Biozone and the lowest graptolitic
mudstone yielding Spirograptus guerichi. It is possible,
however, that Rickards’ “94,7.4 band” is in fact of
Telychian age (but lacking Spirograptus guerichi), as its
very limited graptolite assemblage includes “Mono-
graptus” gemmatus. If this proves to be the case, there are
more than 4 m of non-graptolitic strata beneath this band
before the preceding graptolitic horizon is reached. In the
Lake District, there is a similar gap in the graptolite record,
probably of greater biostratigraphical extent than in the
Howgill Fells: in Stockdale Beck (Hutt 1974) non-grapto-
litic mudstones overlie graptolitic mudstones of the
sedgwickii Biozone. Three graptolitic bands with a total
thickness of 50 mm occur 5 m above the sedgwickii
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!$# The location of the Valle syncline (black square) on a map of
the Iberian Peninsula showing the subdivisions of the Hesperian (= Iber-
ian) Massif. Abbreviations: CIZ – Central Iberian Zone; CZ – Cantabrian
Zone; GTOM – Galicia/Trás-os-Montes Zone; OMZ – Ossa Morena
Zone; SPZ – South Portuguese Zone; WALZ – West Asturian-Leonese
Zone. Map modified from Gutiérrez-Marco et al. (1998).
Biozone graptolitic mudstones and are undoubtedly of
early Telychian Spirograptus guerichi or Spirograptus
turriculatus Zone age.
In the Brabant Massif, Belgium Van Grootel et al.
(1998) record an interval 30 m thick with few and poorly
preserved graptolites between a “well-developed” con-
volutus Biozone and graptolitic early Telychian strata.
Sections located on Baltica. – The Aizpute-41 core Latvia
(Loydell et al. 2003) contains graptolites from the Stimu-
lograptus sedgwickii Biozone at a depth of 969.05 m at the
top of the Dobele Formation, a condensed, largely dark
grey shale unit comprising the uppermost Rhuddanian and
most of the Aeronian. Above this formation, at the base of
the Jûrmala Formation, are 1.3 m of claystone overlain by
4.1 m of red beds within the top metre of which thin grapto-
litic horizons yield Spirograptus turriculatus Biozone as-
semblages, including Torquigraptus proteus and Strepto-
graptus johnsonae. The former indicates a level
significantly above the base of the biozone. Thus the
Aizpute-41 core lacks graptolitic horizons from the enti-
rety of the Stimulograptus halli and Spirograptus guerichi
biozones, from the lower part of the Spirograptus turricu-
latus Biozone and possibly from part of the Stimulograptus
sedgwickii Biozone.
The Ohesaare core, Saaremaa, Estonia exhibits a sub-
stantial unconformity comprising most of the Aeronian and
the lowermost Telychian (Loydell et al. 1998), with the
lowest Telychian strata yielding Spirograptus turriculatus
Biozone graptolites, again including Torquigraptus pro-
teus. An unconformity, encompassing fewer graptolite
biozones than in Ohesaare, but including the uppermost
Aeronian and lowermost Telychian has also been inter-
preted from the Kolka-54 core, Latvia record (Loydell et
al. 2010).
Graptolitic sections through the Aeronian/Telychian
boundary appear to be present in the subsurface of western
Lithuania: range charts and descriptions of the graptolites
are provided by Paškevičius (1979). Sections appear to be
condensed with the thickness from base sedgwickii
Biozone to base crispus Biozone ranging between 4.5 m
and 7.5 m. High resolution sampling through the interval
will be needed should the cores be restudied.
The graptolite biostratigraphy and sedimentary record
of the Øleå section, Bornholm were described by
Bjerreskov (1971, 1975). Here dark graptolitic shales of
the upper Lituigraptus convolutus Biozone are overlain by
0.65 m of light grey silty mudstone containing pyritic bur-
rows, then 1.45 m of unfossiliferous light grey shale, be-
fore the graptolitic record recommences in the lower part of
the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Sections in Sweden lack detailed recent studies through
the Aeronian–Telychian transition. Whilst graptolites from
limestone nodules within the lower Telychian Spiro-
graptus guerichi and Spirograptus turriculatus biozones of
Osmundsberget have been the subject of several studies
(e.g. Loydell et al. 1993; Loydell & Maletz 2002, 2004)
and the Stimulograptus sedgwickii Biozone is shown on
figures describing this section and others in the Siljan re-
gion of Dalarna (e.g. Bergström et al. 2008, 2012; Inanli et
al. 2009), the precise level of the Aeronian/Telychian
boundary is yet to be established as is whether these sec-
tions are stratigraphically complete through this interval.
Similarly, Maletz et al. (2014) provide a preliminary ac-
count of the graptolite biozonation of the Röstånga-1 core
from Scania, but until a thorough study is completed, the
nature of the Aeronian/Telychian boundary here will re-
main uncertain.
In the Oslo region of Norway, the Aeronian–Telychian
transition lies within the Rytteråker Formation, a unit of
shelfal carbonates lacking graptolites (Worsley et al.
1983).
Sections located in Siberia. – In none of the numerous sec-
tions documented by Sennikov et al. (2008) is the Aeron-
ian–Telychian transition shown to be graptolitic. In the
Chernaya Mountain section more than 65 m of unfossilife-
rous strata occur between a mudstone yielding Stimulograp-
tus sedgwickii and the lowermost horizon identified as Te-
lychian (based upon a monospecific assemblage of
“Streptograptus sp.”).
Sections located on Gondwana. – Zalasiewicz et al. (2007)
provided logs and graptolite records through the Llando-
very of central Saudi Arabia. Although both the Lituigrap-
tus convolutus and Spirograptus guerichi biozones were
recognised (the latter for the first time on the Arabian Pe-
ninsula) intervening strata were barren of graptolites.
In Australia it is possible that the localities around Cot-
tons Hill in the Forbes district of New South Wales include
the Aeronian/Telychian boundary. Sherwin (1974) de-
scribed the graptolites, but the most diverse collection was
from loose blocks in the quarry west of the trigonometrical
station. Detailed logging and collecting would be needed to
establish the continuity of the graptolite record.
Sections located on Laurentia. – The Southern Uplands of
Scotland host important sections of Llandovery age, Dob’s
Linn being the best known resulting from the classic work
of Lapworth (1878). Toghill (1968) restudied the section
and identified 14 graptolitic horizons within the sedgwickii
Biozone and seven in the overlying strata which he assigned
to the Rastrites maximus Biozone, traditionally a lower Te-
lychian biozone or subzone in the British Isles. Loydell
(1991b) re-examined Toghill’s (1968) collection and, in
the absence of Rastrites maximus and any other indicative
Telychian taxa, assigned his top seven horizons to the up-
per Aeronian halli Biozone. More than 3 m of barren mud-
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stones overlie the highest graptolitic halli Biozone horizon
and these are in turn overlain by the turbidites of the “Gala
Greywackes” (now the Gala Group) occupying a very si-
milar stratigraphical level to the lowest thick turbidite unit
in central Wales, the Devil’s Bridge Formation. At Dob’s
Linn the Gala Group has not yielded graptolites.
The base of the Gala Group is highly diachronous and
at other localities lies demonstrably within the Telychian
(Floyd 2001). However, where biostratigraphical studies
have been undertaken, e.g. at Pot Burn (Williams et al.
2003), the Aeronian/Telychian boundary has been shown
to lie within oxic grey mudstones. At Pot Burn, graptolites
from the guerichi Biozone occur within a single 10 mm
thick hemipelagite layer, the only graptolitic horizon in 9 m
of otherwise barren grey mudstones.
Of the sections collected by Lenz (1982) in the North-
ern Canadian Cordillera, the Blackstone River section
would seem to have the greatest potential for exposing a
continuous section through the Aeronian/Telychian
boundary, with the upper Aeronian Cephalograptus
extrema present at 77.2 m and a lower Telychian assem-
blage at 80.2 m. Whether the section is graptolitic through
these 3 m is not known. In Arctic Canada Melchin (1989)
recorded (at e.g. Huff Ridge, Ellesmere Island) a massive
non-graptolitic unit bounded below by Lituigraptus
convolutus or earlier Aeronian graptolitic strata and above
by strata bearing lower Telychian (Spirograptus guerichi
Biozone) graptolites. A biostratigraphically more complete
section, Cape Manning on Cornwallis Island, was de-
scribed by Melchin & Holmden (2006). The halli Biozone
(referred to as the upper sedgwickii Biozone) was recog-
nised together with an overlying Spirograptus guerichi
Biozone. Details of assemblages and stratigraphical ranges
from this section remain to be published.
Sections located in South China. – No graptolites were re-
corded from between the convolutus and guerichi biozones
in the sections in south Shaanxi (Zhongliangsi and
Dazhuba-Wangjiawan) described by Chen (1984). In the
Qiaotin section, Nanjiang, Sichuan, also described by Chen
(1984), graptolitic guerichi Biozone strata unconformably
overlie the Hirnantian. The Bajiaokou section described by
Fu & Song (1986) has 47.2 m of non-graptolitic strata be-
low the first appearance of Spirograptus guerichi. Study is
ongoing on the Bajiaomiao section, in the Shennongjia Fo-
rest District of northwest Hubei where initial investigations
have suggested the presence of a graptolitic Aeronian–Te-
lychian transition (Fan Junxuan, pers. comm.).
Sections located in Sibumasu. – Ni et al. (1982) recorded
an apparently continuously graptolitic section through the
Llandovery at Laojianshan, Yunnan. Unfortunately the up-
per Aeronian and lower Telychian strata here are currently
obscured by a landslide (Zhang et al. 2014).
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The El Pintado reservoir lies in the northern part of Seville
Province, approximately 13 km WNW of the town of Ca-
zalla de la Sierra. There are numerous exposures of Lower
Palaeozoic strata around the eastern end of the reservoir,
within the Valle syncline. The most important Silurian sec-
tions are on the northern shore of the reservoir and along
gulleys leading into it.
The Valle syncline lies within the Zafra-Córdoba-Alanís
Unit of the Ossa Morena Zone, one of the five tectono-strati-
graphic “zones” comprising the Iberian Massif (Fig. 2).
Robardet & Gutiérrez-Marco (2004) provide an overview of
the geology of the Ordovician–Devonian of the Ossa
Morena Zone. By contrast with the Central Iberian Zone and
Western Iberian Cordillera (the subject of recent graptolite
biostratigraphical studies, e.g. Gutiérrez-Marco & Štorch
1998, Štorch 1998, Loydell et al. 2009), the environment
was outer shelf rather than proximal to mid shelf and this
presumably explains the stratigraphically earlier appearance
of graptolitic facies here. Robardet & Gutiérrez-Marco
(2002) show the Ossa Morena Zone stretching across a
 
 
!&# Tentative palaeogeographical reconstruction of the North
Gondwanan regions during the Silurian Period (after Robardet &
Gutiérrez-Marco 2002). Key: dark grey – land; coarse stipple – inner
shelf; white – outer shelf; pale grey – ocean. Abbreviations: Ar – Ar-
denne; Boh – Bohemia; Br – Brabant; CIZ – Central Iberian Zone;
LD – Ligerian Domain; MN – Montagne Noire; MNA – Middle-North
Armorican Domain; NMa – northern Maghreb; OMZ – Ossa Morena
Zone; P – Pyrenees; Sa – Sardinia; Th – Thuringia.
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broad outer shelf region on the passive southern margin of
the Rheic Ocean (Fig. 3) and separated by several hundred
kilometres from the Central Iberian Zone, which today ad-
joins it to the north-east (Fig. 2).
The potential stratigraphical importance of the El
Pintado area was demonstrated by Jaeger & Robardet
(1979). In particular, their section 1, named “SW. de la
ferme du Valle”, was shown as continuous from the Ordo-
vician through to the upper Silurian and for much of its
thickness to be lithologically monotonous “black shales”.
Graptolites were recorded from numerous horizons, rang-
ing from the Rhuddanian to close to the Ludlow/Přídolí
boundary. The Silurian in this section has a stratigraphical
thickness exceeding 100 m. Additional records from the
section were provided by Robardet et al. (1998) in which
the locality was referred to as “Stop 1”. Faunal lists were
provided for more than 20 numbered beds within the
Llandovery Series, numbers having been painted on the ex-
posures in readiness for the visit of the Silurian 1998 Field
Meeting participants. These faunal lists indicated the high
graptolite diversity and potential for high resolution
biostratigraphy.
The Silurian strata around El Pintado have been divided
lithostratigraphically into “Lower Graptolitic Shales” and
“Upper Graptolitic Shales” separated by the “Scypho-
crinites Limestone” which is of Přídolí age (Piçarra et al.
1998, Robardet & Gutiérrez-Marco 2004). Brief mention
of preliminary results of work on the Aeronian of the El
Pintado sections was included in Štorch & Frýda (2012).
Other works on graptolites from El Pintado are those of
Hernández Sampelayo (1932), Carvajal Acuña (1944), Si-
mon (1951), Gutiérrez-Marco et al. (1996), Lenz et al.
(1996) and Piçarra et al. (1998).
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Two sections were studied: Jaeger & Robardet’s (1979)
section 1 (“SW. de la ferme du Valle” = “Stop 1” of Robar-
det et al. 1998), and a new section. In order to retain Jaeger
& Robardet’s section numbering system, we refer to this
new section herein as section 5. The locations of the secti-
ons are shown in Fig. 4. Photographs of the two sections
are provided in Fig. 5.
The graptolites and other samples that form the basis of
this paper were collected during two field visits each of
several days’ duration, in June 1999 and in September
2009. The sections were divided up into sampling hori-
zons, by hammering small numbered flags into the expo-
sure at intervals of 20 cm stratigraphical thickness
(Fig. 5D, E). Notes were made on lithologies in each 20 cm
interval and graptolites collected. Collecting ceased in sec-
tion 1 where exposure became poor (marked by the arrow
on Fig. 5A), with quartz veins prominent, immediately
above a level with slightly tectonically deformed
graptolites. The lowest stratigraphical level in section 5
 0
 
!(# Map of the eastern end of El Pintado reservoir showing the locations of sections 1 and 5.
 
!)# Field photographs. • A – overview of section 1; arrow marks the top of the measured section; from arrow to green rucksack is ca 6 m. • B – col-
lected part of section 5. • C – nodule near top of guerichi Biozone in section 5. • D – sandstone beds in lower guerichi Biozone in section 1. • E – dark grey
graptolitic shales and mudstones in middle guerichi Biozone in section 1; “flags” are 0.2 m apart.
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was chosen to ensure stratigraphical overlap between the
two sections. Sample numbers (in the systematic palaeon-
tology section and figure captions) indicate the section
number first followed by the horizon, with S used as an ab-
breviation for sample number. So, for example, S1.13
would be from 2.4–2.6 m above the base of the studied part
of section 1. All horizons were numbered, including the
very few lacking fossils. Where a horizon was collected
twice (in 1999 and 2009) the samples are differentiated us-
ing the suffix a or b respectively; this applies only to 0.8 m
of strata in the upper halli Biozone. 12.4 m of strata were
studied in section 1 and 7.6 m in section 5. The stratigraphi-
cal overlap between the two sections is 1.2 m in the middle
part of the guerichi Biozone.
The number of graptolites collected from each horizon
reflects their abundance and ease of collection: some
mudstones split almost conchoidally across bedding planes
whilst others more usefully split parallel to bedding. In or-
der to reduce sample weight for shipping, slabs bearing ex-
amples of common taxa were often discarded, so that the
relative abundances indicated in the range charts (Figs 9,
10) are in many cases underestimating the percentages of
the most common taxa. Graptolites were identified under
the binocular microscope and photographed using a Leica
EZ4 HD USB microscope.
It is estimated that a total of approximately 60,000
graptolites was examined under the microscope, of which
more than 7,000 were identified to species level. The large
number of specimens that could be identified to genus level
only reflects the difficulty of distinguishing small frag-
ments or early growth stages to species level.
Test samples were processed using standard
HCl-HF-HCl techniques to see if any chitinozoans, visible
on several bedding surfaces (Fig. 8C, D), and other
palynomorphs could be extracted, but nothing identifiable
was present in the residues.
Samples for organic carbon isotope and TOC analysis
were collected from each 20 cm interval. Hand specimens
were cut and rock powder was prepared from a few grams
of fresh sample. About 50 milligrams of rock powder were
taken for total organic carbon (TOC) and total organic car-
bon isotope analyses. Before analyses, rock powders were
decarbonatized with 10% HCl at 40 °C for several hours,
then washed and dried. About 20 mg of rock powder were
used for TOC and about 10 mg for isotope analyses. Sam-
ples were combusted in a Fisons 1108 elemental analyzer
coupled on-line to a Finnigan Mat 251 mass spectrometer
via a ConFlo interface. As reference material, NBS 22
(Gulf oil, with δ13C value –29.75‰) and acetanilid (Ana-
lytical Microanalysis, UK) were measured. Accuracy and
precision were controlled by replicate measurements of
laboratory standards and were better than ±0.1‰ (1σ) for
total carbon isotope analyses and better than ±0.02% (1σ)
for total organic carbon content.
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The strata studied lie within a lithostratigraphical unit re-
ferred to in the literature as the “Lower graptolitic shales”
(e.g. Robardet & Gutiérrez-Marco 2004). A wider range of
lithologies is represented within the sections, however: al-
though dark-grey to black mudstones and shales are com-
mon (Fig. 5E), they are interbedded with innumerable thin
micaceous siltstones and occasional fine sandstones
(Figs 5D, 6). These have sharp bases, variable thickness
and are in many cases laterally discontinuous: they are in-
terpreted as distal tempestites. The lithologies are typical
of an outer shelf setting, with intervals of fine-grained de-
position punctuated by storms introducing coarser grained
sediment. The absence of shelly benthos within the tem-
pestites suggests that the sediments may have been derived
from locations in which bottom water anoxia prevailed.
The only trace fossils recorded from the El Pintado sections
were some possible Chondrites mottling (several examples
in sample 1.38, one in sample 5.25; middle and upper
guerichi Biozone respectively). This, combined with the ab-
sence of demonstrably benthic fossils, indicates that the El
Pintado depositional environment was anoxic (or very near-
ly so) throughout the late Aeronian and early Telychian.
Sandstones occurred predominantly within the lower
guerichi Biozone of section 1. The micaceous siltstones
were too numerous to log individually – the spacing shown
on Figs 9 and 10 is intended to shown their relative abun-
dance at any particular level – they were least common in
the halli Biozone and middle guerichi Biozone of section 1.
Nodules or nodular layers were recorded at a number of
stratigraphical levels and suggest brief periods of non-de-
position to enable their growth (Raiswell 1987). They
proved to be useful marker beds, the 0.2 m thick nodular
layer 3.2 m above the base of the studied part of section 1
enabling confident correlation of collections made in 1999
and 2009, and a nodule 12 cm thick by 18 cm wide near the
top of the guerichi Biozone in section 5 (Fig. 5C) was used
as the datum from which measurements were made
stratigraphically up or down the section.
Graptolites were present in all lithologies with the ex-
ception of the nodules. They were generally not evenly dis-
tributed through the beds, but were more abundant on cer-
tain shale laminae and especially within some of the
siltstone/sandstone tempestites presumably as a result of
hydrodynamic sorting.
Jaeger & Robardet (1979) placed bars on their illustra-
tions of El Pintado graptolites “to denote the direction of
stretching (lineation)” with crosses placed on photographs
where there was a “more or less pronounced all-round en-
largement of the graptolites due to a second factor of defor-
mation that runs parallel to the bedding”. Tectonic defor-
mation of graptolites was recorded in our samples only
adjacent to a zone of quartz veining in the highest sample
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from section 1. A few specimens show minor displacement
(measured in mm) along micro-faults, but overall, features
such as rhabdosome width and thecal spacing are identical
to those in undeformed material from other localities. It ap-
pears that tectonic deformation in the section is concen-
trated at certain levels, in some cases manifested in
small-scale chocolate-tablet (tablette de chocolat) boudins
(Fig. 7) present within sub-millimetre thick layers.
All of the graptolites (and chitinozoans) are surrounded
by clay minerals, the organic material of the graptolite
periderm presumably having acted as a template for clay
mineral growth (Underwood 1992, Page et al. 2008). This
clay mineral coat is generally thickest in the coarser
lithologies and around graptolites preserved in relief re-
gardless of lithology (although these are most common in
the siltstones and sandstones); it grew preferentially paral-
lel to bedding (Fig. 20F). It commonly obscures fine de-
tails, for example in many cases preventing identification
of the position of the sicular apex. Measurements of
graptolites preserved in relief quoted in the systematic de-
scriptions below exclude the clay mineral coating. Very
occasionally, the clay minerals enhanced the detail visible
on the graptolites, e.g. in the case of the Glyptograptus
fastigatus illustrated in Fig. 20K, but this was the case in
only a very few specimens.
Diagenetically flattened graptolites characterize the
shales and mudstones, with partial to full relief specimens
occurring predominantly in the siltstones and sandstones
within which flattened specimens are also often present. It
is very likely that the three dimensionally preserved speci-
mens were originally pyrite internal moulds.
The only identifiable macrofossils other than
graptolites encountered in either of the El Pintado sections
were lingulate brachiopods (Fig. 8A) of which six were
found in the upper guerichi Biozone and lower turriculatus
Biozone of section 5. Only one conodont was encountered,
a specimen of Distomodus staurognathoides (Fig. 8B) in
the lowest sample from section 5 (middle guerichi
Biozone). This extremely low conodont abundance con-
trasts with the moderate number of specimens seen on
graptolitic bedding surfaces from Corral de Calatrava in
the Central Iberian Zone (Loydell et al. 2009). This may be
a reflection of the location of the Ossa Morena Zone farther
from the shoreline of Gondwana (Fig. 3). Chitinozoans
were noticed on several slabs and were particularly con-
spicuous where concentrated within laminae (Fig. 8C). As
noted in the methods section above, it did not prove possi-
ble to extract any using standard palynological techniques.
Sample 5.13 contained numerous fragments of non-miner-
alized arthropod cuticle.
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!.# Thin section (MGM6716-O) from the upper part of the part
of the Stimulograptus halli Biozone (S1.18a) showing the
interlaminated micaceous siltstones (paler layers) and dark grey to black
mudstones that characterize much of the El Pintado section. Scale bar
represents 10 mm.
 
!/# Small-scale chocolate-tablet (tablette de chocolat) boudins,
MGM6717-O, S5.21. Scale bar represents 10 mm.
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The late Aeronian–early Telychian interval witnessed the
demise of Cephalograptus and Comograptus followed by
the last major diversification of non-retiolitid biserial grap-
tolites, with several new species appearing, particularly of
Parapetalolithus. Following the utilis Event (Loydell
1994, Štorch 1995), which commenced in the late guerichi
Zone, the remaining non-retiolitid biserial genera (Glyp-
tograptus, Metaclimacograptus, Parapetalolithus) are re-
presented by few species in the succeeding lower–middle
Telychian biozones and in the spiralis Biozone none of
these genera has any remaining representatives. Retiolitid
graptolites also showed a major phase of diversification
during the early Telychian and they were also seriously
affected by the utilis Event (Loydell 1994), but they re-
mained an important element of graptolite faunas through
to their eventual demise in the Ludlow Epoch. It is impor-
tant to note that Cooper et al. (2014) mistakenly placed the
utilis Event in the late turriculatus and crispus zones. They
refer also to “high levels of species richness through the
turriculatus zone”. The turriculatus Biozone worldwide is
characterized by significantly lower species diversity than
the underlying guerichi Biozone, so this statement by Coo-
per et al. (2014) is also incorrect.
Melchin (1989) demonstrated that provincialism within
Llandovery graptolites was greater than generally previ-
ously appreciated except perhaps by those working in
North Africa where endemism had necessitated the erec-
tion of new biozones and created major challenges in corre-
lation with the “standard” scheme (see e.g. Legrand 2003).
Melchin (1989) showed that certain graptolite taxa were re-
stricted to the Silurian tropics. The degree of provincialism
of Silurian graptolites appears to have varied through the
period; for the late Aeronian and early Telychian it does
not appear to have been pronounced. Although Loydell
.2
 
!1# A – partially pyritized lingulate brachiopods, MGM6718-O, S5.25. • B – Distomodus staurognathoides Pa element, MGM6719-O, S5.22.
• C – lamina with concentration of chitinozoans, oblique view, MGM6720-O, S1.14. • D – chitinozoans surrounded by clay mineral(s), MGM6720-O,
S1.14. Scale bars represent 2 mm (A), 0.4 mm (B), 1 mm (C) and 0.1 mm (D).
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(1990a) noted that records of the multicladiate early
Telychian genus Sinodiversograptus are restricted to locali-
ties at tropical palaeolatitudes, few other taxa appear to show
a significant geographical restriction. Within the El Pintado
collections are several examples of species previously re-
corded only from South China, e.g. Glyptograptus nanj-
iangensis, Parapetalolithus curvithecatus, Pa. fusiformis
and Pristiograptus xiushanensis and/or other Silurian tropi-
cal locations, e.g. Torquigraptus minutus and Strepto-
graptus richardsonensis. Overall, therefore, this interval ap-
pears to be one characterized by largely cosmopolitan taxa.
Loydell (1994) emphasized the difference between
graptolite assemblages from different Llandovery environ-
ments, with Parapetalolithus and retiolitid genera being
less common in deeper water settings. It may be that the
outer shelf location of the El Pintado sections is responsible
for the relatively low abundance of Parapetalolithus here
(by comparison for example with Bohemian sections, the
Western Iberian Cordillera, Spain and the Yangtze Plat-
form) and very low abundance and diversity of retiolitids.
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Charts showing the stratigraphical ranges and relative abun-
dance of all taxa collected are presented in Figs 9 and 10.
Three biozones are recognised in the measured part of
the El Pintado sections: Stimulograptus halli, Spirograptus
guerichi and the lowermost part of the Sp. turriculatus
Biozone. Collecting commenced in the lower part of the
Stimulograptus halli Biozone which overall is represented
by 4 m of strata. The biozone can readily be split into three
parts: a lower subzone containing several species known
also from the Stimulograptus sedgwickii Biozone in addi-
tion to St. halli; a middle part characterized by Lituigraptus
rastrum (referred to here as the rastrum Subzone) within
which several species of Rastrites appear; and an upper
subzone, between the LAD of L. rastrum and the FAD of
Spirograptus guerichi, containing in its basal 0.4 m com-
mon Oktavites zanclus sp. nov. (Figs 19E, 21C, I, J).
The Spirograptus guerichi Biozone is represented by ap-
proximately 13.8 m of strata. Numerous species appear
within the biozone, notably of Streptograptus (which shows
very low diversity in the Aeronian) and Parapetalolithus.
“Monograptus” gemmatus occurs in the lower two-thirds of
the biozone. Within the upper third of the biozone several
species have their LADs; biostratigraphically important taxa
appearing within the upper guerichi Biozone include Mono-
graptus marri, Streptograptus barrandei, Torquigraptus
planus and Pristiograptus bjerringus.
Only the lowermost part of the Spirograptus
turriculatus Biozone was sampled. Streptograptus
johnsonae appears at the base of the biozone together with
Torquigraptus dextrorsus and other taxa, including Mono-
graptus priodon, appear in the succeeding samples.
The total number of species (including those left in
open nomenclature) present in the two sections is 118, of
which 18 are new. This high number of species overall is
undoubtedly in part a reflection of the very large sample
size, but also is a manifestation of the major diversifica-
tions taken place within some genera globally at this time.
The large number of new species is most probably a result
also of the lack of studies on (and of sections yielding) up-
permost Aeronian and lowermost Telychian graptolites.
The biostratigraphy of the various genera present at El
Pintado is discussed briefly below.
Biserial graptolites. – Cephalograptus extrema, the last
surviving species in the genus, makes its final appearance
in the same sample in which Lituigraptus rastrum makes
its first, within the lower half of the halli Biozone. Como-
graptus is represented at El Pintado by a single specimen of
C. barbatus in the lower halli Biozone.
Glyptograptus is represented by 13 species at El
Pintado, including four new species and one left in open
nomenclature. Specimens that are preserved obliquely to
bedding can be difficult to identify and far more specimens
of this genus are specifically indeterminate than are, for ex-
ample, those of Parapetalolithus which are generally pre-
served in the optimal (from an identification perspective)
bi-profile orientation. Of the previously described species,
some are stratigraphically long-ranging, e.g. G. elegans
(Fig. 18K), G. latus (Figs 16H, 18R) previously recorded
only from the lower Aeronian Demirastrites triangulatus
Biozone; Packham 1962) and G. tamariscus (Figs 16N, W,
18P) the El Pintado specimens of which are characterized
by shallow apertural excavations and long supragenicular
walls and are thus similar to those recorded from the upper
Aeronian and lower Telychian of Wales (Loydell 1992).
Some other Glyptograptus species are restricted to the up-
permost Aeronian and lowermost Telychian, e.g. G. auri-
tus (some mature specimens of which show the oval carbon
film at the proximal end; Fig. 19H), G. nanjiangensis (de-
scribed below, previously recorded only from China, e.g.
Chen 1984) and G. supernus (Figs 16C, 18E, S). Probably
the most useful species biostratigraphically is the distinc-
tive G. fastigatus (Figs 16V, AA, 18B–D, 20K), which oc-
curs at El Pintado only in the lower Telychian Spirograptus
guerichi Biozone as it does also in Wales (Loydell 1992).
Three species of Metaclimacograptus are present in the
upper Aeronian to lower Telychian of the El Pintado sec-
tions. Both Me. hughesi (Fig. 16X, AC) and Me. undulatus
(Fig. 16Q) are stratigraphically long-ranging species, first
appearing in the Rhuddanian (e.g. in the vesiculosus
Biozone in Jordan; Loydell 2007b) and making their last
appearances in the middle halli Biozone and lower
guerichi Biozone respectively. Although Me. undulatus is
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common at El Pintado, it does not attain the very high
abundances that characterize some levels in the upper
Aeronian in the Czech Republic (Štorch & Frýda 2012) and
in mid Wales (Loydell 1991a, 1992). Instead and unusu-
ally, Me. hughesi is very abundant in the lower part of the
halli Biozone. Me. undulatus disappears at El Pintado at
a similar level to that in Wales, low in the guerichi Bio-
zone. Me. asejradi (Fig. 16AB) appears at a similar strati-
graphical level in El Pintado section 5 to that at which it
appears in the Central Iberian Zone and Western Iberian
Cordillera of Spain (Štorch 1998a), but is much less com-
mon at El Pintado. Robardet & Gutiérrez-Marco (2002)
observed that Me. asejradi has “never been found in the
Ossa Morena Zone” so the rare specimens documented
herein are the first to be recorded.
Parapetalolithus experienced a major diversification
through the late Aeronian and early Telychian, with 20 spe-
cies recorded from El Pintado. Many species are rare. Several
..
 
!2# Range chart of graptolites in El Pintado section 1. Arrows indicated that stratigraphical ranges extend into higher strata in section 5.
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are known only from the guerichi Biozone. Pa. tenuis (Fig.
18AJ) appears at the base of the turriculatus Biozone. The
stratigraphical range of Pa. altissimus (Figs 16AE, 18AE)
is extended downwards to the middle guerichi Biozone;
previous records were from the turriculatus Biozone and
higher stratigraphical levels. Retiolitid graptolites are also
rare in the collected El Pintado material. Whilst it is possi-
ble that they were overlooked in the field, the large area of
bedding surfaces examined under the microscope would
suggest that they were not at all common. The material col-
lected is fragmentary and identifiable only to genus level
(Pseudoretiolites and Pseudoplegmatograptus). It is not il-
lustrated herein.
Uniserial graptolites. – Lituigraptus is represented by the
relatively long-ranging L. bostrychodes sp. nov. (identified
previously by several authors as “Monograptus” pulcherri-
mus) and the very useful subzonal index L. rastrum. Okta-
vites exhibits a similar low diversity: O. contortus
(Figs 19D, 20E, 21W) ranges through the upper Aeronian
through to the middle guerichi Biozone; O. zanclus sp.
nov. is common in the upper halli Biozone, but is known
only from El Pintado.
Monograptus sensu stricto is represented by three spe-
cies at El Pintado. Monograptus bjerreskovae (Fig. 21AI)
is rare by comparison with Wales (Loydell 1993b), perhaps
suggesting that it is predominantly a deeper water taxon.
./
 
!"3# Range chart of graptolites in El Pintado section 5. Arrows indicate that taxa occur at lower stratigraphical levels in section 1. See Fig. 9 for
explanation of bar widths and lithological symbols used. turr. Bz – turriculatus Biozone.
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M. marri (Fig. 21AJ) first appears in the upper part of the
guerichi Biozone as it does also in Wales (Loydell 1993b)
and Sweden (Loydell & Maletz 2004). M. priodon
(Fig. 21AK) makes its only appearance at El Pintado low in
the turriculatus Biozone, similar to its first occurrence on
Bornholm (Bjerreskov 1975; see Loydell 1993b for further
discussion). It has never been recorded from the guerichi
Biozone.
Pristiograptus species can be divided into those that
have straight rhabdosomes and those that are dorsally
curved. Within the former group, P. bjerringus (Figs 18P,
W, 22E) is the most useful, first appearing in the upper
guerichi Biozone at El Pintado, on Bornholm (Bjerreskov
1975), in Wales (Loydell 1993b) and in Bohemia. The two
dorsally curved species, P. renaudi (Fig. 19R) and
P. xiushanensis (Fig. 22G), are rare at El Pintado. They are
discussed further below.
Pseudostreptograptus is represented by one species,
Ps. williamsi (Fig. 21Q), which ranges through much of the
guerichi Biozone.
Many Rastrites specimens are fragmentary (Fig. 20B),
in some cases occurring as single thecae, particularly in the
coarser laminae. With the exception of the extraordinarily
long thecae of Rastrites maximus (Fig. 23AB) these frag-
ments are not identifiable to species level. More complete
material is fortunately also abundant and has enabled iden-
tification of 26 species overall (including those in open no-
menclature). Stratigraphical ranges are in accord with pre-
vious studies (e.g. Schauer 1967, Štorch & Loydell 1992,
Loydell 1993b).
The two Stimulograptus species after which upper
Aeronian biozones are named, St. sedgwickii and St. halli,
both range significantly above the top of their biozones into
the upper guerichi and lower turriculatus biozones respec-
tively both at El Pintado and in Wales (Loydell 1993b).
The other Stimulograptus species are rare at El Pintado,
with the exception of St. eximius sp. nov. (Figs 19C, 20D, I,
21AT), which is currently known only from this locality.
Major diversification occurred in Streptograptus in the
early to mid guerichi Zone. Of the 12 species recorded
from the guerichi Biozone at El Pintado, only one makes its
first appearance in the Aeronian, eight in the lower half of
the guerichi Biozone and three [S. richardsonensis
(Fig. 17C), S. tenuis (Fig. 21U) and S. barrandei
(Figs 21AN, AO)] in its upper part. S. ansulosus (Figs 19N,
21AG) is conspicuously more common at El Pintado than
at other localities. S. tenuis is a rare species, both at El
Pintado and elsewhere, and has not previously been re-
corded from the guerichi Biozone, so its range has been ex-
tended stratigraphically downwards. S. storchi (Fig. 17B, I)
is most characteristic of the turriculatus Biozone (being
common in Bohemia in the uppermost part of the biozone),
but has been recorded previously from the upper guerichi
Biozone in Wales (Loydell 1993b). In the El Pintado sec-
tions it first appears in the middle of the guerichi Biozone.
S. johnsonae (Fig. 19M) is a very useful marker for the
base of the turriculatus Biozone. It is far more common at
this level at El Pintado than it is in Wales (Loydell 1993b).
Short proximal fragments of many Torquigraptus spe-
cies are impossible to identify and rhabdosome torsion can
produce inconvenient views of mesial and distal frag-
ments, with thecal details obscured. The halli Biozone con-
tains several species, including two [T. denticulatus
(Fig. 21F, N, S), T. magnificus (Fig. 22A, J)] at the end of
their stratigraphical range and others, e.g. T. minutus and
T. obtusus (both described below) that first appear in the
halli Biozone and range into the guerichi Biozone. A
narrow species, referred to here as T. sp. (Fig. 22H), is
abundant in the lower halli Biozone. The range of T. ob-
tusus does not extend into the upper part of the guerichi
Biozone within which T. minutus is represented by a single
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specimen. At this stratigraphical level T. planus (Fig. 20C)
appears at El Pintado and at other localities (e.g. in Wales
and China; Loydell 1993a, b).
The abundance of individual species varies signifi-
cantly from horizon to horizon (Figs 9, 10), highlighting
the value of sampling from all horizons to get as complete a
picture as possible of species’ ranges and abundance.
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Upper Aeronian graptolite biozonations. – Loydell
(1991a) resurrected the Stimulograptus halli Biozone,
erected by Jones & Pugh (1916) in mid Wales, for upper-
most Aeronian strata between the sedgwickii Biozone and
the guerichi Biozone. The biozone has not received univer-
sal acceptance. In some places of course there are no grap-
tolitic strata of latest Aeronian age, but in Arctic Canada
Melchin & Holmden (2006) placed uppermost Aeronian
strata yielding Stimulograptus halli in their upper sedgwic-
kii Biozone. Štorch & Frýda (2012) erected a new biozone
for the distinctive, abundant, short-ranging Lituigraptus
rastrum. The latter is undoubtedly an extremely useful spe-
cies, as can be seen from its stratigraphical range in El Pin-
tado section 1 and for this reason the middle part of the
halli Biozone at El Pintado is referred to the rastrum Sub-
zone. Reasons for not according this interval full biozonal
status (but retaining it as a subzone) are discussed below.
Melchin et al. (2015) suggested that the lower part of the
L. rastrum Biozone of Štorch & Frýda (2012) correlates
closely with the base of the halli Biozone. The El Pintado
ranges indicate that this is not the case, with St. halli appear-
ing significantly lower in the section.
It is very straightforward to distinguish Stimulograptus
halli from Stimulograptus sedgwickii if one has a proximal
end where the difference in rate of increase in dorso-ventral
width is easily seen (compare Fig. 21AR and Fig. 21AS).
Problems can arise when only fragmentary or obliquely
preserved material is available – these will not be identifi-
able to species level and the accompanying assemblage,
should there be one, will be required to determine the
biozone. It is likely that Jones & Pugh (1916) and Loydell
(1991a, 1992) found the halli Biozone to be so readily rec-
ognizable because of the nature of the mid Welsh strati-
graphical record: the black graptolitic mudstones of the
sedgwickii Biozone are separated from thin graptolitic
bands within the upper half of the halli Biozone by several
metres of non-graptolitic strata (Fig. 1). During the time
taken to deposit these, the composition of graptolite faunas
changed and the differences within collected assemblages
is obvious. In the Prague Synform, however, the transition
from sedgwickii to halli Biozone is within graptolitic strata
and thus changes within assemblages of graptolites col-
lected bed-by-bed are more gradual. Recognition of the
base of the halli Biozone would most probably depend
upon identification of the eponymous species. It is very
likely that the upper part of Štorch & Frýda’s (2012) upper
sedgwickii Biozone is equivalent to the lower halli Biozone
of El Pintado.
A comparable situation to that affecting the base of the
halli Biozone in Wales, but this time resulting from
non-graptolitic strata in the Prague Synform, affects the
Lituigraptus rastrum Biozone which is separated from the
succeeding Telychian strata in Bohemia by non-graptolitic
mudstones. The lowermost Telychian biozone recognised
here is the Rastrites linnaei Biozone and the assemblage
from the lowermost graptolitic bed in this biozone indi-
cates that this horizon lies at a level equivalent to the upper
part of the guerichi Biozone. The last appearance of
L. rastrum is immediately beneath the non-graptolitic
mudstones. Looking at the El Pintado section 1 record it
seems very likely that the graptolitic part of the L. rastrum
Biozone of Štorch & Frýda (2012) in Bohemia comprises
perhaps only the lower one-third of the total stratigraphical
range of the species, which at El Pintado comprises a total
thickness of 1.4 m. This is supported also by the δ13Corg re-
cords (see below). Of the several Rastrites (and two
Parapetalolithus) species appearing within the range of
L. rastrum at El Pintado, only R. schaueri is known from
the L. rastrum Biozone in Bohemia, suggesting that the
other Rastrites species first appeared during the time when
non-graptolitic muds were being deposited in the Prague
area. There is more than 1 m of strata between the last ap-
pearance of L. rastrum at El Pintado and the base of the
Telychian (if based on the first appearance of Sp. guerichi).
Loydell (1991a, 1992) recorded Rastrites linnaei from
the halli Biozone of Wales and it occurs also within the
same biozone at Dob’s Linn (Loydell 1991b). It makes its
first appearance at El Pintado 0.4 m above the first appear-
ance of L. rastrum (Fig. 9). Figure 11 shows the two spe-
cies on the same bedding surface.
As is frequently the case, a continuously fossiliferous
section with extensive collections blurs the simpler picture
available from less continuously fossiliferous locations.
The Bohemian biozonation proposed by Štorch & Frýda
(2012) for the upper Aeronian and lower Telychian
(Stimulograptus sedgwickii, Lituigraptus rastrum and
Rastrites linnaei biozones) if used at El Pintado would re-
sult in a rastrum Biozone only 0.4 m thick overlain by a
Rastrites linnaei Biozone approximately 15 m thick which
would include the “traditional” base of the Telychian based
upon the first appearance of Spirograptus guerichi. Use
of the biozonation that originated from study of Welsh
sequences (Stimulograptus sedgwickii, St. halli and
Spirograptus guerichi biozones) retains the problem of re-
cognising the base of the St. halli Biozone when proximal
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ends of the eponymous species are not available. There is
no perfect solution. For the El Pintado sections we are us-
ing the halli and guerichi biozones and recognise that there
is a very distinctive stratigraphical interval (the rastrum
Subzone) in the middle of the halli Biozone comprising the
total stratigraphical range of L. rastrum.
The base of the Telychian Stage. – The base of the Telych-
ian Stage has long been recognised to be poorly defined
biostratigraphically at its GSSP in the type Llandovery area
(Temple 1988, Loydell 1993a). As a result, for practical
purposes most authors have simply assumed that the base
of the Telychian and that of the Spirograptus guerichi
graptolite Biozone are effectively coincident, following the
original contention that the boundary correlated with the
base of the Spirograptus turriculatus Biozone (Bassett
1985), a biozone subsequently divided into a lower Spiro-
graptus guerichi Biozone and an upper Spirograptus turri-
culatus Biozone (see Loydell et al. 1993 for differences
between the two taxa based upon chemically isolated mate-
rial). Sp. guerichi and Sp. turriculatus have a very similar
helically coiled rhabdosome morphology and it is not un-
common to see incomplete or poorly preserved specimens
referred to as Sp. turriculatus sensu lato (meaning either
Sp. guerichi or Sp. turriculatus). In addition to the biostra-
tigraphical inadequacies of the GSSP, recent mapping of
the type Llandovery area has revealed that the area around
the Telychian GSSP was subject to intra-Wenlock synsedi-
mentary sliding which has generated a complex mélange
here of Llandovery and Wenlock strata (Davies et al. 2011,
2013). It is clear that this GSSP can no longer serve its ori-
ginal purpose.
Defining the base of the Telychian Stage using the FAD
of Spirograptus guerichi seems sensible and, given that the
upper Aeronian and lower Telychian are encompassed by a
single conodont biozone (Distomodus staurognathoides)
and a single chitinozoan biozone (Eisenackitina
dolioliformis) (Melchin et al. 2012) it appears that for this
stage boundary graptolites are the only fossil group avail-
able to aid in its definition. Other graptolite species appear
at about the same stratigraphical level as Sp. guerichi, e.g.
“M.” gemmatus (Fig. 21AF) and several species of Strepto-
graptus, providing a good number of biostratigraphical in-
dicators for the lowermost Telychian.
The limited amount of chemostratigraphical data avail-
able through this interval (Melchin & Holmden 2006,
Štorch & Frýda 2012; Fig. 13) suggests that there are no
major carbon isotope excursions close to the stage bound-
ary, although detailed comparison of δ13C shows remark-
able similarities between Arctic Canada and El Pintado
(see below).
Although the first appearance of Spirograptus guerichi
is in the sample from 4.4–4.6 m above the base of the stud-
ied part of El Pintado section 1, a Spirograptus proximal
end was found in the collection from 4.0–4.2 m. It is very
possible therefore that more intensive collecting would
reveal additional specimens confidently identifiable as
Spirograptus guerichi from a slightly lower stratigraphical
level than its first appearance as shown on Fig. 9. Field
notes record that graptolites were generally “very sparse”
in the interval from 4.0 to 4.4 m: the collections of 98 and
48 specimens identifiable to species level from 4.0–4.2 m
and 4.2–4.4 m respectively required several hours to
amass. In the 3.8–4.0 m level, however, the strata con-
tained “moderately abundant” graptolites and a collection
of 215 specimens identifiable to species level was more
easily obtained, but without any Spirograptus. On this basis it
would seem likely that the base of the Telychian, as based
upon the FAD of Spirograptus guerichi, lies at about the
4.0 m level and this is where it is shown on Figs 9, 13 and 14.
Inevitably, given that this is the first graptolitic section
through the Aeronian–Telychian transition to be docu-
mented, some species previously recorded only from either
the Aeronian or the Telychian are shown herein to occur
also in the over- or underlying stage. Torquigraptus
linterni, recorded previously only from the upper Aeronian
(Williams et al. 2003) occurs at El Pintado also in the lower
fifth (in terms of stratal thickness) of the guerichi Biozone.
Of those species previously recorded as restricted to the
lower Telychian, Glyptograptus auritus, G. nanjiangensis,
Parapetalolithus elongatus, Pa. fusiformis, Pa. kunko-
jensis, Rastrites fugax and Torquigraptus minutus all occur
in the Aeronian at El Pintado with first appearances 1 m or
more below the first appearance of Sp. guerichi. It is appro-
priate to note here that Paradiversograptus runcinatus
does appear to be restricted to the lower Telychian. Loydell
(1991a) recorded Par. runcinatus from the halli Biozone.
This record was based upon a single occurrence at Nant
Fuches-wen quarry (Loydell 1992, Loc. C3), an identifica-
tion subsequently corrected to Par. rectus in Loydell
(1993b). Melchin et al. (2012) refer to an Aeronian occur-
rence of Par. runcinatus in Wales, but this was based upon
Loydell’s (1991a) misidentification.
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!""# Slab from just below half way through the total stratigraphi-
cal range (sample 1.10) of Lituigraptus rastrum (Richter) bearing both
L. rastrum and the stratigraphically lowest specimen of Rastrites linnaei
(Barrande), MGM7800-O. Scale bar represents 5 mm.
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Lower Telychian biozones and subzones. – There have
been various local subzonations applied to what is now the
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone. Bouček (1953) divided
what is now recognised to be the middle to upper part of the
biozone into a lower Parapetalolithus palmeus Subzone
and an upper Pa. hispanicus Subzone. Loydell (1993b) di-
vided the guerichi Biozone of western mid Wales into four
subzones: Paradiversograptus runcinatus, “Monograp-
tus” gemmatus, Pristiograptus renaudi and lower Stimulo-
graptus utilis. These subzones were subsequently recogni-
sed individually or in combination elsewhere in Wales
(Davies et al. 1997) and in the Western Iberian Cordillera
of Spain (Gutiérrez-Marco & Štorch 1998).
Loydell (1992) observed that the Pa. palmeus and
Pa. hispanicus subzones could not be recognised in west-
ern mid-Wales and indeed the taxa first appeared there in
the reverse of the order seen in Bohemia. Gutiérrez-Marco
& Štorch (1998) were able to recognise these subzones in
the Western Iberian Cordillera, but in the El Pintado sec-
tions, as in Wales, Pa. hispanicus appears before Pa.
palmeus and the two subzones cannot be used.
Loydell (1992) warned that the abundance of Para-
diversograptus runcinatus in the lower guerichi Biozone
of western mid-Wales might reflect current sorting by tur-
bidity currents – the graptolites are preserved primarily
within turbidite sandstones – rather than original abun-
dance. Loydell (1993b) noted also that although assem-
blages with abundant Par. runcinatus occurred in western
mid-Wales only in the lower guerichi Biozone, the species’
overall stratigraphical range there was significantly
greater, encompassing the entirety of the guerichi Biozone,
and that, although on Bornholm the species was restricted
to the lower part of the biozone (Bjerreskov 1975), in the
Cross Fell inlier of northern England it is not uncommon in
the upper part of the guerichi Biozone. In the El Pintado
sections, Par. runcinatus (Fig. 22O) occurs throughout the
lower half of the guerichi Biozone, with the greatest rela-
tive abundance recorded towards the top of its stratigraphi-
cal range here (Fig. 9). At some levels, indifferent preser-
vation prevents separation of the species from others with
similar rhabdosome morophology and width, but rather
more complex thecae, e.g. Streptograptus pericoi
(Figs 17G, 21AB, AL, AM).
“Monograptus” gemmatus first appears in western
mid-Wales, as it does also in El Pintado section 1 at a very
similar level to Spirograptus guerichi. It becomes abun-
dant in the middle–upper part of its range and seems a very
useful indicator of the lower two-thirds of the guerichi
Biozone.
Pristiograptus renaudi was common within the middle
to upper guerichi Biozone in western mid-Wales, but has
not proved to be so abundant elsewhere, with the exception
of Saudi Arabia (Zalasiewicz et al. 2007) where it was part
of a very low diversity assemblage enabling for the first
time recognition of a Teychian graptolite assemblage on
the Arabian plate. Care must be taken in distinguishing
P. renaudi from the similarly dorsally curved P. xiusha-
nensis.
Stimulograptus utilis was, as its name implies, ex-
tremely useful biostratigraphically in Wales. It is yet to be
identified from elsewhere, however.
A common result of the examination of very large col-
lections of fossils is the discovery of taxa (usually as rare or
/#
 
!"$# Stratigraphical ranges of key graptolite species through the
upper Aeronian and lower Telychian, based on records from published
sections worldwide. The circle with the cross marks the level of the
stratigraphically very early specimens of Spirograptus turriculatus from
El Pintado section 1. Arrows indicate that stratigraphical range extends
downwards or upwards.
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!"&# The δ13Corg and TOC records through El Pintado sections 1 and 5. Shading is used to highlight higher (i.e. less negative) δ13Corg (above
–29.5‰) and TOC (above 9%) values. See Fig. 9 for explanation of lithological symbols used.
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unique specimens) outside of their previously recorded
stratigraphical ranges. In some cases this can provide in-
sights into the pattern and severity of extinction events. A
good example is Štorch et al.’s (2011) study of the Upper
Ordovician of Nevada in which several “typical” Katian
taxa (including, for example, Appendispinograptus and
Dicellograptus) were found to be present in the Hirnantian.
For biostratigraphical work such rare anomalous occur-
rences are very significant. Now when visiting a new local-
ity a collection made comprising a single specimen of
Dicellograptus no longer can be taken to demonstrate with
absolute certainty a pre-Hirnantian age for the strata pres-
ent, although of course, given the extreme rarity of the ge-
nus in Hirnantian strata worldwide, this is the most likely
age. The El Pintado section provides a similar anomalous
occurrence, in this case of a taxon appearing significantly
lower than previously recorded: two well-preserved speci-
mens of Spirograptus turriculatus (Fig. 17T) occur low in
the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone. Elsewhere in Spain
(Gutiérrez-Marco & Štorch 1998) and in peri-Gondwanan
Europe in general (e.g. Bohemia: Bouček 1953, Štorch
1994; Germany: Schauer 1971) Sp. turriculatus appears at
a higher stratigraphical level in the lower Telychian and its
appearance marks the base of the Sp. turriculatus Biozone.
Loydell et al. (1993) reviewed the occurrence of Spiro-
graptus species worldwide and demonstrated the ubiquity
of a lowest Telychian Sp. guerichi Biozone succeeded by a
Sp. turriculatus Biozone, their bases being defined by the
first appearances of the eponymous species.
The question arises as to how to deal with the early oc-
currence of a biozonal index species. The fact that a
turriculatus Biozone has been used successfully world-
wide suggests that there would be little practical value in
redefining the base of the turriculatus Biozone at El
Pintado or elsewhere. In large part this is because there is
such a wide range of taxa that occur in the preceding
guerichi Biozone but not in the turriculatus Biozone. The
transition from the guerichi to the turriculatus biozones is
marked by the “utilis” Event, an interval of extinction
and/or rapid species turnover in many graptolite genera
(Loydell 1994, Štorch 1995). Combining the biozones to
produce a guerichi-turriculatus Biozone is a possible ap-
proach, but this would mask the general usefulness of the
two separate biozones in lower Telychian stratigraphy and
is a dramatic step to take based upon the occurrence of just
two specimens of Sp. turriculatus out of the thousands of
Spirograptus identified worldwide from the guerichi
Biozone. The proposal here therefore is to retain the exist-
ing biozones, but to highlight the possibility (albeit highly
unlikely) of encountering Sp. turriculatus within the
guerichi Biozone. The turriculatus Biozone at El Pintado
is best described as an assemblage zone.
At El Pintado, the base of the turriculatus Biozone is
placed at the species’ first appearance in section 5, near the
top of the studied part of section, which is coincident with
the first appearance of Streptograptus johnsonae (Fig. 10).
S. johnsonae appears at the base of the turriculatus Bio-
zone in both Wales (Loydell 1991a) and Sweden (Loydell
& Maletz 2004) and appears to be a very useful marker for
this stratigraphical level.
Loydell (1992) placed the base of the Spirograptus
turriculatus Biozone at the first appearance of the biozonal
index. Other taxa (Parapetalolithus tenuis and Strepto-
graptus johnsonae) appeared at the same level, the latter
becoming very abundant a little higher in the turriculatus
Biozone (the johnsonae Subzone erected by Loydell
1991a). Streptograptus species are extremely variable in
their abundance (see e.g. abundance data tabulated by
Loydell 1993b and Figs 9 and 10 herein), and it appears
that bursts of abundance can occur at any level within each
species’ stratigraphical range. In El Pintado section 5, two
samples containing very abundant S. johnsonae can be
shown by their accompanying species to be from lower in
the turriculatus Biozone (at a level equivalent to the upper
utilis Subzone) than the stratigraphical levels of high abun-
dance characterizing the johnsonae Subzone in Wales. The
species is, however, exceedingly useful as in indicator of
the lower half of the turriculatus Biozone.
Figure 12 shows the ranges of some of the most strati-
graphically important upper Aeronian and lower Telychian
graptolite taxa.
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The results of δ13Corg and total organic carbon (TOC) ana-
lyses are presented in Fig. 13. No major δ13Corg excursions
are evident. Values range from –30.7‰, recorded from the
lower guerichi Biozone, to –28.6‰, in the lower turricula-
tus Biozone. Intervals of consistently elevated values
(above –29.5‰ for more than 1 m of strata) characterize
the lower half of the halli Biozone (with the peak value in
/2
 
!"(# Graptolite species diversity by genus through the upper Aeronian and lower Telychian of El Pintado sections 1 and 5. A species is counted as
present between its FAD and LAD. For the construction of the figure the ranges of some species recorded from the lowermost or uppermost parts of the
section have been extended downwards or upwards respectively to reflect absence through collection failure where the species is known to occur at higher
stratigraphical levels either at El Pintado or elsewhere. Monograptus sensu stricto is shown appearing at the base of the Telychian (reflecting its appear-
ance very low in the guerichi Biozone in Wales): M. bjerreskovae, the first species of this genus to appear, is very uncommon at El Pintado and its FAD
here is much higher than in other sections. See Fig. 9 for explanation of lithological symbols used.
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the lowermost rastrum Subzone), part of the lower to mid-
dle guerichi Biozone, and the entirety (more than 5 m of
strata) of the upper guerichi Biozone and lower turricula-
tus Biozone. Lower values are present within the middle
and upper part of the rastrum Subzone, upper halli and
lower guerichi biozones (perhaps coinciding with the ne-
gative δ13Ccarb excursion close to the base of the Telchian
shown by Cramer et al. 2011) and much of the middle
guerichi Biozone.
TOC values fluctuate markedly, but are generally high-
est in the upper guerichi Biozone and lower turriculatus
Biozone. There is no consistent relationship between
δ13Corg and TOC values: in the lower part of the section
(halli to middle guerichi biozones) there appears overall to
be an inverse relationship; by contrast, both δ13Corg and
TOC values are high in the upper guerichi Biozone and
lower turriculatus Biozone, although the TOC values
reach their elevated (9–11%) level about 1 m below the
level at which δ13Corg values rise to consistently high val-
ues (Fig. 13). A similar broad positive correlation between
prolonged intervals of high δ13Corg and high TOC was also
recorded by Loydell & Frýda (2007) in the upper
Telychian–lower Sheinwoodian of the Banwy River sec-
tion, Wales, and by Loydell et al. (2013) in the Rhuddanian
of the Murzuq Basin, Libya. No such relationship is appar-
ent in the data of Štorch & Frýda (2012) from Bohemia,
however. It appears that the relationship is best developed
when TOC values remain high through a significant thick-
ness of strata.
Loydell (2007a) highlighted the relationship between
positive carbon isotope excursions and graptolite extinc-
tion events. It is noteworthy that graptolite diversity de-
clines markedly through the late guerichi Zone (Fig. 14),
again at a time of rising/high δ13Corg values. This graptolite
event was first examined in detail by Loydell (1994) and
named the utilis Event by Štorch (1995). The results shown
in the El Pintado sections are almost identical to those re-
corded by Loydell (1994) in his global review of the event
(Cooper et al. 2014 mistakenly referred to this as a “re-
gional” study), with dramatic diversity declines recorded
in Glyptograptus, Parapetalolithus and Rastrites and a sig-
nificant species turnover in Streptograptus within which
diversity overall was not seriously affected.
δ13Corg data are available from only three other upper
Aeronian to lower Telychian sections. In Bohemia Štorch
& Frýda (2012) show a very minor positive excursion low
within their rastrum Biozone (equivalent to the middle part
of the halli Biozone of El Pintado) followed by declining
values thereafter. The El Pintado record shows a compara-
ble δ13Corg peak in the lowest samples yielding L. rastrum
with a sharp decline in the middle part of the range of the
species. Melchin et al. (2015) tentatively correlated the
highest of four positive δ13Corg excursions in the Arisaig
Group, Nova Scotia, Canada, close to the LAD of Eocoelia
hemispherica, with this minor positive excursion.
Only three analyses were made of Telychian samples
by Štorch & Frýda (2012), from the graptolitic shales in the
upper guerichi Biozone overlying the barren mudstones
straddling the Aeronian/Telychian boundary. This limited
dataset and lack of stratigraphically intervening measure-
ments preclude meaningful comparison with the El Pintado
lower Telychian record.
Melchin & Holmden (2006) provided a detailed δ13Corg
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!")# Comparison of the δ13Corg curves for the Spirograptus
guerichi Biozone of El Pintado and Cape Manning, Cornwallis Island
(Melchin & Holmden 2006).
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record through the Rhuddanian to lower Telychian of the
Cape Manning section, Cornwallis Island, Arctic Canada.
There are many similarities with the El Pintado record, par-
ticularly in the lower Telychian guerichi Biozone (Fig. 15).
It is interesting and perhaps surprising that the last ap-
pearances of two genera, Cephalograptus and Como-
graptus, are not associated with the major positive δ13Corg
excursion coinciding with the sedgwickii Event (see Štorch
& Frýda 2012 for detailed analysis), but with the minor
positive excursion low in the rastrum Subzone. Cepha-
lograptus extrema makes its last appearance in the lower-
most rastrum Subzone sample at El Pintado and Co. bar-
batus in the lower part of the rastrum Subzone in Bohemia
(Štorch & Frýda 2012).
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Many late Aeronian–early Telychian species have been
described fully previously (e.g. in the monograph by Loy-
dell 1992, 1993b) and are therefore illustrated herein (in
Figs 16–24) but not described. Descriptions are provided
below for new species, for most species left in open no-
menclature and for those species previously not described
in detail or for which the El Pintado material provides new
morphological information. Papers with detailed descripti-
ons of the species not described here or by Loydell (1992,
1993b) are listed within the Remarks section for the genera
concerned.
Thecal spacing is quoted in the descriptions below as
two thecae repeat distance (2TRD: Howe 1983). The term
rhabdosome is used in preference to the recently proposed
term tubarium (Mitchell et al. 2013, Maletz et al. 2014)
which should be reserved for rhabdopleurids. All figured
specimens are housed in the Museo Geominero of the
Spanish Geological Survey (IGME), Madrid (numbers pre-
fixed MGM).
It is appropriate here to list the names now used for
those specimens illustrated by Jaeger & Robardet (1979)
for graptolites from the lower Telychian of El Pintado sec-
tion 1. This information is taken largely from the synon-
ymy lists in Loydell (1992, 1993b). Below the identifica-
tion of Jaeger & Robardet (1979) is followed by their plate
and figure number in parentheses and then the new identifi-
cation. Monograptus exiguus primulus (pl. 1, fig. 7):
Streptograptus plumosus; Diplograptus (Orthograptus)
ultimus (pl. 2, fig. 1): Glyptograptus fastigatus; Petalo-
graptus cf. conicus (pl. 2, fig. 8): Parapetalolithus
hispanicus; Monograptus pseudoruncinatus (pl. 2, fig. 11):
Streptograptus pseudoruncinatus; Diplograptus (Ortho-
graptus) ultimus (pl. 2, fig. 20): Glyptograptus exasperatus
sp. nov.; Monograptus turriculatus (pl. 2, fig. 21);
Spirograptus guerichi; Monograptus planus (pl. 2, fig. 22);
Torquigraptus obtusus.
Genus Glyptograptus Lapworth, 1873,
emend. Melchin et al. 2011
Glyptograptus exasperatus sp. nov.
Figures 16A, L, 18L–N
partim 1979 Diplograptus (Orthograptus) ultimus Manck. –
Jaeger & Robardet, pl. 2, fig. 20 (non pl. 2, fig. 1).
Holotype. – MGM6567-O (Fig. 18L), from S5.12, middle
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Derivation of name. – From the Latin, roughened, referring
to the serrated appearance of the rhabdosome outline.
Material. – 17 diagenetically flattened specimens, from the
middle part of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Glyptograptus with a thorn-like rhabdosome
with an outline of serrated appearance, increasing rapidly in
width proximally from 0.7–0.85 mm at th11 to a distal maxi-
mum of 2.35 mm. Thecae are conspicuously geniculate.
Description. – Rhabdosomes are up to 24 mm long and
have a thorn-like shape, showing a rapid increase in width
over the first few thecal pairs. Details of the sicula are not
visible. Rhabdosome width is 0.7–0.85 mm at th11,
0.8–1.2 mm at th21, 1.0–1.5 mm at th31, 1.5–2.0 mm at th51
and 2.25–2.55 mm at th101. 2TRD is 1.6–2.25 mm at th21
and 1.7–2.35 mm at th51. It is variable distally even within
a single rhabdosome, ranging from 1.8 mm to 2.35 mm.
Thecae are conspicuously geniculate, especially proxi-
mally, with moderately deep excavations. Supragenicular
walls are inclined at 15–20° to the rhabdosome axis. There
is no median septum visible.
Remarks. – The combination of rhabdosome shape and
width and thecal morphology are unique to this species.
Other taxa with strongly geniculate thecae proximally, e.g.
G. fastigatus (Figs 16V, AA, 18B–D, 20K) and G. super-
nus (Figs 16C, 18E, S), have narrower rhabdosomes and
thecae with shallower excavations.
Glyptograptus lucyae sp. nov.
Figures 16B, 18O
Holotype. – MGM7802-O (Figs 16B, 18O), from S1.33,
lower Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Derivation of name. – After the first author’s elder daughter.
Material. – 21 flattened specimens all from one 0.2 m thick
sample low in the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
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Diagnosis. – Glyptograptus with a bluntly rounded proxi-
mal end, supragenicular walls inclined at a very low angle
to the rhabdosome axis and a maximum width of 1.8 mm.
Description. – Aseptate rhabdosomes are up to 15 mm
long. The proximal end appears bluntly rounded, in part at
least because of the low angle of inclination of the ventral
thecal walls sub-aperturally. Sicular details are not visible;
the virgella is short, extending for up to 0.25 mm from the
sicular aperture. Rhabdosome width is 0.75–0.8 mm at
th11, 1.0–1.1 mm at th31, and 1.4–1.8 mm at th101. Thecae
are closely spaced proximally with a 2TRD of
1.15–1.45 mm at th21. 2TRD increases distally to
1.6–2.1 mm at th51 and 1.8–2.25 mm at th101. Thecal exca-
vations are shallow. Supragenicular walls are very gently
curved and inclined at a very low angle (especially distally)
to the rhabdosome axis.
Remarks. – The blunt proximal end, close thecal spacing
proximally and relatively narrow rhabdosome serve to dis-
tinguish G. lucyae from other species.
Glyptograptus nanjiangensis Chen, 1984
Figures 16G, 18J, Q, U
1984 Glyptograptus tamariscus Form C Packham. –
Chen, pp. 33, 34, pl. 1, fig. 13.
1984 Glyptograptus serratus nanjiangensis; Chen,
pp. 37, 38, pl. 2, figs 2, 11 (non 4).
Holotype. – NIGP59606, figured Chen (1984, pl. 2, fig. 2),
from the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone of the Qiaotin sec-
tion, Nanjiang, Sichuan, China.
Material. – 69 specimens from the uppermost Stimulo-
graptus halli Biozone through to the upper part of the Spi-
rograptus guerichi Biozone. Most specimens are from the
lower to middle Sp. guerichi Biozone.
Description. – A robust Glyptograptus: rhabdosome width
is 0.75–0.95 mm at th11, 1.0–1.1 mm at th21, 1.2–1.4 mm at
th31, 1.65–1.8 mm at th51, then increases to a maximum of
2.55 mm by th151. The sicula (visible in very few speci-
mens) is 1.5–1.6 mm long with an apertural width of
0.25 mm. The virgella is up to 0.4 mm long. 2TRD is varia-
ble, e.g. 1.35–2.05 mm at th21, 1.65–2.25 mm at th51. The-
cae have horizontal to subhorizontal apertures and very
gently curved supragenicular walls, which are inclined at
10–20° to the rhabdosome axis. There is no median septum
visible.
Remarks. – As noted by Loydell (1992, p. 27), one of
Chen’s original specimens is Glyptograptus auritus Bjer-
reskov, 1975 which is narrower proximally and develops a
rounded structure enveloping the proximal end in fully de-
veloped specimens (Fig. 19H).
Glyptograptus plautus sp. nov.
Figures 16U, 18G–I, 20N
Holotype. – MGM6563-O (Fig. 18G), from S1.33, lower
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Derivation of name. – From the Latin, broad, referring to
the appearance of the proximal end.
Material. – 27 diagenetically flattened specimens from the
lower part of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone; 23 of
these come from one sample representing a stratigraphical
thickness of 0.2 m.
Diagnosis. – Glyptograptus with a bluntly rounded proxi-
mal end, closely spaced thecae proximally (2TRD at th21 is
1.25–1.35 mm) and a maximum width in excess of 2.0 mm.
Description. – Rhabdosomes are up to 25 mm long.
The proximal end appears bluntly rounded in part at least
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!".# A, L – Glyptograptus exasperatus sp. nov.: A – MGM7801-O, S1.52; L – MGM7812-O, S1.53. • B – Glyptograptus lucyae sp. nov.:
holotype, MGM7802-O, S1.33. • C – Glyptograptus supernus Fu: MGM7803-O, 1.51. • D – Normalograptus scalaris (Hisinger): MGM7804-O, S5.27.
• E – Parapetalolithus elizabethae sp. nov.: holotype, MGM7805-O, S1.2. • F, I, P – Parapetalolithus mui sp. nov.: F – holotype, MGM7806-O, S1.16;
I – MGM7809-O, S1.54; P – MGM7816-O, S1.53. • G – Glyptograptus nanjiangensis Chen: MGM7807-O, S1.58. • H – Glyptograptus latus Packham:
MGM7808-O, S1.4. • J – Parapetalolithus palmeus (Barrande): MGM7810-O, S5.12. • K – Parapetalolithus fusiformis (Chen): MGM7811-O, S1.29.
• M – Glyptograptus auritus Bjerreskov: MGM7813-O, S5.11. • N, W – Glyptograptus tamariscus (Nicholson): N – MGM7814-O, S1.52;
W – MGM6527-O, S1.37. • O – Cephalograptus extrema Bouček & Přibyl: MGM7815-O, S1.4. • Q – Metaclimacograptus undulatus (Kurck):
MGM7817-O, S1.18a. • R, AF – Parapetalolithus kunkojensis (Paškevičius): R – MGM7818-O, S1.16; AF – MGM6536-O, S1.16. • S – Parapetalolithus
linearis (Bouček & Přibyl): MGM7819-O, S5.5. • T – Parapetalolithus globosus (Chen): MGM7820-O, S5.10. • U – Glyptograptus plautus sp. nov.:
MGM6525-O, S1.33. • V, AA – Glyptograptus fastigatus Haberfelner: V – MGM6526-O, S1.49; AA – MGM6531-O, S1.48.
• X, AC – Metaclimacograptus hughesi (Nicholson): X – MGM6528-O, S1.13; AC – MGM6533-O, S1.14. • Y – Glyptograptus skolops sp. nov.:
holotype, MGM6529-O, S5.21. • Z – Glyptograptus incertus Elles & Wood: MGM6530-O, S1.4. • AB – Metaclimacograptus asejradi Legrand:
MGM6532-O, S5.29. • AD – Parapetalolithus elongatus (Bouček & Přibyl): MGM6534-O, S1.59. • AE – Parapetalolithus altissimus (Elles & Wood):
MGM6535-O, S5.9. • AG – Parapetalolithus hispanicus (Haberfelner): MGM6537-O, S5.28. Scale bar represents 1 mm.
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because of the low angle of inclination of the ventral thecal
walls of the first thecal pair sub-aperturally. The sicular
aperture is visible but other sicular details are not. The vir-
gella is short, extending for 0.25–0.35 mm from the sicular
aperture. Rhabdosome width is 0.8–1.0 mm at th11,
1.0–1.15 mm at th21, 1.2–1.4 mm at th31, 1.5–1.85 mm at th51
and 2.1–2.25 mm at th101. Thecae are closely spaced proxi-
mally with a 2TRD of 1.25–1.35 mm at th21. 2TRD increases
distally to 1.75 mm at th51 and 2.0 mm at th101. Thecal exca-
vations are shallow. Supragenicular walls are very gently cur-
ved and inclined at 10–15° to the rhabdosome axis.
Remarks. – G. plautus is characterized by its blunt proxi-
mal end and closely spaced thecae proximally and rhabdo-
some width in excess of 2 mm distally. Glyptograptus in-
certus (Figs 16Z, 18T) exhibits similar 2TRDs to
G. plautus but is narrower throughout its length. G. lucyae
sp. nov. (Figs 16B, 18O) has a similar blunt proximal end
and closely spaced thecae, but is narrower, with a maxi-
mum width of 1.8 mm.
Glyptograptus skolops sp. nov.
Figures 16Y, 18F
Holotype. – MGM6529-O (Figs 16Y, 18F), from S5.21,
upper Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Derivation of name. – From the Greek, pointed, referring to
the proximal end.
Material. – Two diagenetically flattened specimens from
the upper half of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Glyptograptus with a pointed, triangular pro-
ximal end and attaining a maximum rhabdosome width in
excess of 2.3 mm.
Description. – The longer of the two specimens (the holo-
type) has a (incomplete) rhabdosome length of 23 mm. The
proximal end is pointed resulting from the inclination of
the ventral thecal walls. Sicular details are not visible; a
broad virgella (maximum 0.2 mm wide) is present, but is
broken 0.6 mm from its origin. Thecae are of typical glyp-
tograptid form with genicula more pronounced in proximal
thecae. Supragenicular walls are very gently curved and in-
clined at 20–25° to the rhabdosome axis. No median sep-
tum is visible. Rhabdosome width is 1.1 mm at th11,
1.4 mm at th21, 1.55 mm at th31, 1.75 mm at th51 and
2.1 mm at th111. The second thecal series is damaged distal
of th112 up until the last two thecal pairs preserved. At
th211 rhabdosome width is 2.35 mm.
2TRD measurements are 1.75 mm at th21, 1.85 mm at
th51, 2.0 mm at th101 and 2.15 mm at th201.
Remarks. – The combination of pointed proximal end and
broad rhabdosome serves to distinguish G. skolops from
other species. G. nanjiangensis Chen, 1984 (Figs 16G, 18J,
Q, U) attains a comparable width, but is narrower proxi-
mally (0.75–0.95 mm at th11, 1.0–1.1 mm at th21) and in-
creases in width more rapidly. In overall rhabdosome appea-
rance and proximal dimensions G. skolops resembles some
specimens of the lower Rhuddanian species Neodiplograp-
tus parajanus (Štorch, 1983), particularly when preserved
obliquely to bedding (see e.g. Loydell 2007b, text-fig. 12C).
Glyptograptus sp.
Figure 18V
Material. – Three flattened proximal ends bearing up to
five thecal pairs; from the middle part of the Spirograptus
guerichi Biozone.
Description. – The best-preserved and most developed
specimen bears five thecal pairs, although th52 is incom-
plete. The sicula is 1.6 mm long with an apertural width of
0.2 mm. It is furnished with a short virgella, extending
0.25 mm from the sicular aperture. The proximal end is
broadly triangular. Rhabdosome width increases rapidly,
from 0.85–0.9 mm at th11 to 1.75–1.85 mm at th41. 2TRD
in the most complete specimen is 1.25 mm at th21 and
1.35 mm at 31. Genicula are pronounced. Supragenicular
walls are inclined at 20–25° to the rhabdosome axis.
Remarks. – The specimens are similar to G. nanjiangensis,
but the rhabdosome increases in width more rapidly (com-
pare Fig. 18V, with Fig. 18U).
Genus Parapetalolithus Koren’ & Rickards, 1996
Parapetalolithus aknisos sp. nov.
Figures 17A, 18X
Holotype. – MGM6538-O (Figs 17A, 18X), from S1.29,
lower Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Derivation of name. – From the Greek, meagre, referring to
the tenuity of the rhabdosome.
Material. – Eight diagenetically flattened specimens from
the lower part of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Narrow fusiform Parapetalolithus reaching a
maximum width of just over 1 mm, with widely spaced the-
cae overlapping for only ca one-sixth their length; thecal
apertures are at an angle of less than 90° to the ventral the-
cal wall.
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Description. – The thecate portion of the rhabdosome is up to
8.5 mm long, bearing up to seven thecal pairs; it diminishes in
width distally. Sicular details are not visible; a very short nar-
row virgella is visible on one specimen. Rhabdosome width is
0.85 mm at th11, 1.0–1.05 mm at th21, 1.0–1.05 mm at th31
and 0.8–1.0 mm at th51. 2TRDs are 2.2–2.3 mm at th21,
2.15–2.2 mm at th31 and 1.75–1.95 mm at th51. The ventral
walls of the first thecal pair are conspicuously
concavo-convex. The thecal apertures are at an angle of less
than 90° to the ventral thecal wall throughout the rhabdosome
and in th11 and/or th12 are horizontal. Thecae overlap for ca
one-sixth their length. The nema is simple, extending up to
8 mm from the distal end of the rhabdosome.
Remarks. – This is a highly distinctive species; poorly pre-
served proximal fragments might be confused with
Pa. conveniens (Fig. 18W), but this increases in both rhab-
dosome width and thecal spacing distally.
Parapetalolithus curvithecatus (Ge, 1990)
Figures 17K, 18AB
1990 Petalolithus curvithecatus (sp. nov.); Ge, p. 68, pl. 6,
figs 23, 24, 27.
Holotype. – NIGP21146, figured Ge (1990, pl. 6, fig. 23),
from the upper part of the Shuanghechang Formation, lo-
wer Telychian of Chengkou, Sichuan, China.
Material. – One diagenetically flattened specimen from the
lower part of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Description. – The thecate portion of the rhadosome is
6.5 mm long. The sicula is 1.5 mm long, with an apertural
width of 0.2 mm; a simple virgella extends 1.1 mm from
the sicular aperture. Th11 commences its upward growth
0.15 mm below the sicular aperture. Rhabdosome width is
1.55 mm at th11, 2.05 mm at th21, 2.6 mm at th31 and 3.1 mm
at th51. 2TRDs are 1.3 mm at th21, 1.35 mm at th31 and
1.65 mm at th51. Proximal thecae are conspicuously curved
such that the concave thecal apertures are almost parallel to
the rhabdosome axis. Distally this curvature diminishes. The
nema is simple and narrow, extending 2 mm from the distal
end of the thecate portion of the rhabdosome.
Remarks. – The specimen is almost identical to that illus-
trated by Ge (1990, pl. 6, fig. 27). The apparent lack of cur-
vature of the distal thecae in both this specimen and that
from El Pintado is a result of them being earlier growth sta-
ges than the holotype in which the distal thecae had not
completed their growth. Pa. curvithecatus is clearly a rare
but geographically widespread species. It has a distinctive
appearance with a more protracted proximal end than other
Parapetalolithus species with similarly curved thecae, e.g.
Pa. globosus (Fig. 16T), Pa. regius (Fig. 17F) and Pa. ova-
tus (see Loydell 1992, text-fig. 13, fig. 10). Pa. curvitheca-
tus probably evolved from Pa. praecedens (Bouček & Při-
byl, 1941; Fig. 18AA), recorded from the upper Aeronian,
which has curved proximal thecae, but a more protracted
proximal end and a lesser maximum rhabdosome width
(2 mm).
Parapetalolithus elizabethae sp. nov.
Figures 16E, 18AD
Holotype. – MGM7805-O (Figs 16E, 18AD), from S1.2,
lower Stimulograptus halli Biozone.
Derivation of name. – After the first author’s younger
daughter.
Material. – Three diagenetically flattened specimens: two
are from the Stimulograptus halli Biozone, one from the
middle part of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Parapetalolithus 1.1–1.25 mm wide at th11
and attaining a maximum rhabdosome width of 2.2 mm.
Thecae are inclined at 35° to the rhabdosome axis proxi-
mally, 25° distally.
Description. – The thecate portion of the rhabdosome is up
to 13 mm long. The sicula is visible on two specimens: it is
1.5–1.7 mm long with an apertural width of 0.25–0.3 mm.
The virgella is broken. The ventral thecal walls of the first
thecal pair are straight, or nearly so. The proximal end has a
distinctly asymmetrical appearance. Rhabdosome width is
1.1–1.25 mm at th11, 1.65–1.75 mm at th21, 1.85–1.95 mm
at th31, 2.0 mm at th51 and 2.2 mm at th101. 2TRD is
1.65–1.75 mm at th21, 1.6–1.75 mm at th31, 1.7–1.9 mm at
th51 and 2.0 mm at th101. Thecae are inclined at 35° to the
rhabdosome axis proximally, 25° distally. Thecal apertures
are normal to the thecal axis or slightly everted proximally,
approaching subhorizontal distally.
Remarks. – Parapetalolithus elizabethae can be distin-
guished from Pa. hispanicus (Figs 16AG, 17Q, S, 18Y; see
Štorch 1998a for description of Spanish material) by its
less rounded proximal end, the lower angle of inclination
of its thecae and its lesser rhabdosome width distally.
Parapetalolithus fusiformis (Chen, 1984)
Figures 16K, 18AH
partim 1982 Petalograptus elongatus (Bouček & Přibyl, 1941). –
Lenz, pp. 12, 13, fig. 13g (non figs 13b, d).
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1984 Petalolithus tenuis (Barrande). – Chen, p. 43, pl. 4,
fig. 7 (non figs 3, 5, 6, 15, 18).
1984 Petalolithus fusiformis sp. nov.; Chen, p. 44, pl. 4,
figs 10, 17, 22 (?figs 11, 12, non fig. 13), pl. 5, fig. 2.
1984 Petalolithus hispanicus (Haberfelner). – Chen, p. 44,
pl. 4, fig. 9 (non fig. 8).
1984 Petalolithus cf. antithecaoides (Hundt). – Chen,
pp. 46, 47, pl. 5, fig. 4.
1984 Petalolithus cf. tenuis (Barrande). – Chen, pl. 4,
fig. 19.
1990 Petalolithus altissimus Elles & Wood. – Ge, p. 66,
pl. 6, figs 5, 6 (?figs 4, 7, 8).
2002 Petalograptus fusiformis; Rickards & Chen,
fig. 60b.
Holotype. – NIGP59668, figured Chen (1984, pl. 4, fig. 22),
from the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone of central China.
Material. – 48 diagenetically flattened specimens, from the
Stimulograptus halli Biozone through to the middle of the
Sp. guerichi Biozone.
Description. – The thecate portion of the rhabdosome is
up to 17 mm long. Rhabdosomes are characteristically
fusiform in outline, attaining their maximum width bet-
ween the seventh to tenth thecal pair. The sicula is
1.45–1.9 mm long with an apertural width of 0.25 mm; it
is furnished with a simple virgella up to 1.2 mm long.
The ventral thecal walls of the first thecal pair are stra-
ight, or nearly so. Rhabdosome width is 0.8–1.0 mm
at th11, 1.1–1.35 mm at th21, 1.35–1.65 mm at th31,
1.5–2.15 mm at th51 and 1.8–2.25 mm at th101. 2TRD is
1.45–1.65 mm at th21, 1.45–1.7 mm at th31,
1.7–1.85 mm at th51 and 1.85–1.95 mm at th101. Thecal
apertures are concave and slightly everted. Thecae are
inclined at 35° to the rhabdosome axis proximally, redu-
cing to 30° distally. The nema is up to 0.15 mm wide, ex-
tending up to 13 mm distally from the thecate portion of
the rhabdosome.
Remarks. – Pa. fusiformis differs from Pa. elongatus (Bou-
ček & Přibyl, 1941; Figs 16AD, 18AP) in its more rapidly
increasing rhabdosome width proximally and conspicu-
ously fusiform rhabdosome outline.
Parapetalolithus kunkojensis (Paškevičius, 1979)
Figures 16R, AF, 17E, 18AL–AN, 20A
1979 Petalograptus palmeus (Barrande) kunkojensis
Paškevičius subsp. nov.; Paškevičius, pp. 130, 131,
pl. 4, fig. 9, pl. 21, fig. 2.
partim 1982 Petalograptus altissimus Elles & Wood. – Lenz,
pp. 10, 12, figs 2a, 12h (non figs 2b, 12a–c).
Holotype. – The specimen figured Paškevičius (1979, pl. 4,
fig. 9), from the Rastrites linnaei Biozone of the Kunkojai
core, Lithuania.
Material. – 32 specimens (30 diagenetically flattened, two
preserved in low relief in weathered pyrite) from the Stimu-
lograptus halli Biozone and lower part of the Spirograptus
guerichi Biozone.
Description. – Rhabdosomes are up to 13 mm long. Details
of the sicula are visible in six specimens. It is 1.3–1.5 mm
long with an apertural width of 0.25–0.3 mm; the virgella
extends up to 0.5 mm from the sicular aperture. Rhabdo-
some width shows considerable variability (Figs 18AL–AN
show narrow, intermediate and broad examples): it is
1.1–1.35 mm at th11, 1.6–1.9 mm at th21, 1.7–2.45 mm at
th31, 1.9–2.85 mm at th51 and 2.45–2.8 mm at th101.
2TRD is 1.45–1.9 mm at th21, 1.55–1.85 mm at th31,
1.55–1.85 mm at th51 and 1.75–2.0 mm at th101. The ven-
tral walls of the first thecal pair are concave, most notice-
ably approaching the thecal aperture. Thecal apertures are
everted proximally, but become normal to the thecal axis
to subhorizontal distally. Thecae are inclined at 50° to
the rhabdosome axis proximally reducing to 30–35° dis-
tally. The nema widens distally to a maximum width
of 0.15 mm.
Remarks. – Pa. kunkojensis has been described previously
only from Lithuania. Parapetalolithus hispanicus
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!"/# A – Parapetalolithus aknisos sp. nov.: holotype, MGM6538-O, S1.29. • B, I – Streptograptus storchi Loydell: B – MGM6539-O, S1.49;
I – MGM6546-O, S5.5. • C – Streptograptus richardsonensis (Lenz): MGM6540-O, S5.17. • D – Parapetalolithus clavatus (Bouček & Přibyl):
MGM6541-O, S5.11. • E – Parapetalolithus kunkojensis (Paškevičius): MGM6542-O, S1.14. • F – Parapetalolithus regius (Hundt): MGM6543-O,
S5.12. • G – Streptograptus pericoi Štorch: MGM6544-O, S5.1. • H – Streptograptus dalecarlicus Loydell & Maletz: MGM6545-O, S5.10.
• J, O, V – Streptograptus picarrai sp. nov.: J – MGM6547-O, S5.14; O – MGM6552-O, S1.46; V – holotype, MGM6559-O, S1.21.
• K – Parapetalolithus curvithecatus (Ge): MGM6548-O, S1.29. • L, R – Parapetalolithus sierranortensis sp. nov.: L – holotype, MGM6549-O, S1.47;
R – MGM6555-O, S1.46. • M – Spirograptus guerichi Loydell, Štorch & Melchin: MGM6550-O, S1.48. • N – Stimulograptus sedgwickii (Portlock):
MGM6551-O, S1.4. • P, W – Pristiograptus bjerringus (Bjerreskov, 1975): P – MGM6553-O, S5.27; W – MGM6560-O, S5.29. • Q, S – Parapetalolithus
hispanicus (Haberfelner): Q – MGM6554-O, S1.50; S – MGM6556-O, S1.54. • T – Spirograptus turriculatus (Barrande): MGM6557-O, S1.33.
• U – Streptograptus pseudoruncinatus (Bjerreskov): MGM6558-O, S5.28. • X – Pristiograptus pristinus Přibyl: MGM6561-O, S1.20a. Scale bar repre-
sents 1 mm.
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(Figs 16AG, 17Q, S, 18Y) exhibits a similar rhabdosome
width (and range of variability in rhabdosome width) to
Pa. kunkojensis, but has a less protracted proximal end of
its markedly widening rhabdosome and more closely spa-
ced thecae.
Parapetalolithus mui sp. nov.
Figures 16F, I, P, 18Z, AI, AK
partim 1982 Petalograptus intermedius (Bouček & Přibyl,
1941). – Lenz, pp. 16, 17, figs 2e, f, 13k (?figs 13i, j,
non figs 2g, i, j, n, 13f, l).
partim 1984 Petalolithus globosus Ge. – Chen, p. 43, pl. 4, fig. 1
(non figs 2, 4, 16).
1984 Petalolithus latus (Barrande). – Chen, p. 47, pl. 6,
figs 1, 2 (non pl. 5, figs 11, 13).
Holotype. – MGM7806-O (Figs 16F, 18Z), from S1.16,
upper Stimulograptus halli Biozone.
Derivation of name. – After the late Mu En-zhi, who devo-
ted much of his life to the study of Chinese graptolites.
Material. – 28 diagenetically flattened specimens, from the
upper Stimulograptus halli Biozone through to the middle
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Robust Parapetalolithus attaining a maxi-
mum width exceeding 3.5 mm. Thecae are inclined at
50–60° to the rhabdosome axis proximally, decreasing to
25–40° distally.
Description. – The thecate portion of the rhabdosome is up
to 12 mm long. The sicula is 1.3–1.75 mm long with an
apertural width of 0.25–0.4 mm; the virgella is up to
0.85 mm long. The ventral thecal walls of the first thecal
pair are concave. Rhabdosome width is highly variable: at
th11 it is 1.25–1.8 mm, at th21 1.8–2.5 mm, at th31
2.3–2.9 mm, at th51 2.7–3.75 mm and at th101 3.5–4.1 mm.
2TRD is 1.05–1.65 mm at th21, 1.0–1.55 at th31,
1.25–1.75 mm at th51 and 1.5–1.95 mm at th101. Thecae
are inclined at 50–60° to the rhabdosome axis proximally,
decreasing to 25–40° distally. Thecal apertures are mostly
normal to the thecal axis. The nema is up to 0.15 mm
wide. One specimen, the thecate portion of which is 8 mm
long, has a nema extending a further 21 mm from its dis-
tal end.
Remarks. – Pa. mui is characterized by the high angle of its
proximal thecae to the rhabdosome axis proximally. This
and its greater rhabdosome width distinguish it from
Pa. hispanicus (Figs 16AG, 17Q, S, 18Y). It has a less pro-
tracted proximal end than Pa. kunkojensis (Fig. 20A).
Chen’s (1984) specimens from the Qiaotin section, Nan-
jiang, Sichuan are from the middle of the Spirograptus
guerichi Biozone. One (Chen 1984, pl. 6, fig. 1) is signifi-
cantly longer than any rhabdosome from El Pintado and
shows a decrease in rhabdosome width distal to the twelfth
thecal pair.
Parapetalolithus sierranortensis sp. nov.
Figures 17L, R, 18AQ
Holotype. – MGM6549-O (Figs 17L, 18AQ), from S1.47,
middle Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Derivation of name. – After the Sierra Norte Andalusian
Geopark, which belongs to the European and Global Geo-
parks Network (IUGS-UNESCO), within which the El
Pintado sections are situated.
2
 
!"1# A – Glyptograptus auritus Bjerreskov: MGM7813-O, S5.11. • B–D – Glyptograptus fastigatus Haberfelner: B – MGM6531-O, S1.48;
C – MGM6562-O, S5.14; D – MGM6526-O, S1.49. • E, S – Glyptograptus supernus Fu: E – MGM7803-O, S1.51; S – MGM6569-O, S5.4.
• F – Glyptograptus skolops sp. nov.: holotype, MGM6529-O, S5.21. • G–I – Glyptograptus plautus sp. nov.: G – holotype, MGM6563-O, S1.33;
H – MGM6525-O, S1.33; I – MGM6564-O, S1.33. • J, Q, U – Glyptograptus nanjiangensis Chen: J – MGM6565-O, S5.14; Q – MGM6568-O, S1.22;
U – MGM6570-O, S1.35. • K – Glyptograptus elegans Packham: MGM6566-O, S5.33. • L–N – Glyptograptus exasperatus sp. nov.: L – holotype,
MGM6567-O, S5.12; M – MGM7812-O, S1.53; N – MGM7801-O, S1.52. • O – Glyptograptus lucyae sp. nov.: holotype, MGM7802-O, S1.33.
• P – Glyptograptus tamariscus (Nicholson): MGM6527-O, S1.37. • R – Glyptograptus latus Packham: MGM7808-O, S1.4. • T – Glyptograptus incertus
Elles & Wood: MGM6530-O, S1.4. • V – Glyptograptus sp.: MGM6571-O, S1.47. • W – Parapetalolithus conveniens (Koren’): MGM6572-O, S1.55.
• X – Parapetalolithus aknisos sp. nov.: holotype, MGM6538-O, S1.29. • Y – Parapetalolithus hispanicus (Haberfelner): MGM6537-O, S1.28.
• Z, AI, AK – Parapetalolithus mui sp. nov.: Z – holotype, MGM7806-O, S1.16; AI – MGM7816-O, S1.53; AK – MGM6579-O, S1.54.
• AA – Parapetalolithus praecedens (Bouček & Přibyl): MGM6573-O, S1.4. • AB – Parapetalolithus curvithecatus (Ge): MGM6548-O, S1.29.
• AC – Parapetalolithus sp.: MGM6574-O, S1.38. • AD – Parapetalolithus elizabethae sp. nov.: holotype, MGM7805-O, S1.2. • AE – Parapetalolithus
altissimus (Elles & Wood): MGM6575-O, S5.1. • AF – Parapetalolithus palmeus (Barrande): MGM6576-O, S5.10. • AG – Parapetalolithus clavatus
(Barrande): MGM6577-O, S5.12. • AH – Parapetalolithus fusiformis (Chen): MGM7811-O, S1.29. • AJ – Parapetalolithus tenuis (Barrande):
MGM6578-O, S5.33. • AL–AN – Parapetalolithus kunkojensis (Paškevičius): AL – MGM6542-O, S1.14; AM – MGM7818-O, S1.16;
AN – MGM6536-O, S1.16. • AO – Parapetalolithus linearis (Bouček & Přibyl): MGM7819-O, S5.5. • AP – Parapetalolithus elongatus (Bouček &
Přibyl): MGM6534-O, S1.59. • AQ – Parapetalolithus sierranortensis sp. nov.: holotype, MGM6549-O, S1.47. • AR – Parapetalolithus kurcki
(Rickards): MGM6580-O, S1.16. Scale bar represents 1 mm.
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Material. – Four specimens from the lower to middle Spi-
rograptus guerichi Biozone: three are diagenetically flatte-
ned; the fourth is preserved in very low relief.
Diagnosis. – Parapetalolithus attaining a maximum width
of 1.9 mm, with strongly everted thecal apertures proxi-
mally. Thecae are inclined to the rhabdosome axis at
30–35° proximally declining to 15° distally.
Description. – The longest rhabdosome is 11.5 mm long.
Sicular details are not visible. Rhabdosome width is
0.9 mm at th11, 1.2–1.3 mm at th21, 1.4–1.5 mm at th31,
1.65–1.8 mm at th51 and 1.9 mm at th101 after which there
is no further increase. Thecae are closely spaced proxi-
mally: 2TRD at th21 is 1.15–1.25 mm, at th31 1.25 mm, at
th51 1.25–1.5 mm and at th101 1.7–1.75 mm. Thecae over-
lap for almost the entirety of their length. In proximal the-
cae, particularly the second to sixth thecal pairs, the ventral
thecal walls curve outwards immediately beneath the the-
cal apertures which are concave and strongly everted. This
eversion is reduced distally. Thecae are inclined to the
rhabdosome axis at 30–35° proximally declining to 15°
distally.
Remarks. – Pa. sierranortensis differs from Pa. palmeus in
being significantly narrower (compare Fig. 18AQ and
18AF), tapering more noticeably proximally and in exhibi-
ting greater eversion of the proximal thecal apertures.
Parapetalolithus sp.
Figure 18AC
Material. – One diagenetically flattened specimen, from
S1.38, lower Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Description. – The thecate portion of the rhabdosome is
7 mm long and bears eight thecal pairs. Details of the si-
cula are not visible; what is preserved of the virgella ex-
tends 0.6 mm from the sicular aperture. Th11 commences
its upward growth 0.3 mm below the sicular aperture. The
proximal end is asymmetrical. Ventral thecal walls are
straight or nearly so sub-aperturally. Rhabdosome width
increases gradually: it is 1.05 mm at th11, 1.15 mm at th21,
1.3 mm at th31, 1.65 mm at th51 and 1.6 mm at th81. 2TRD
is 1.3 mm at th21, 1.4 mm at th31 and 1.55 mm at th51.
Thecal inclination is around 25° throughout the rhabdo-
some.
Remarks. – Pa. sp. has more closely spaced thecae than
Pa. elongatus (Figs 16AD, 18AP) and is also broader at its
proximal end (rhabdosome width in El Pintado Pa. elonga-
tus at th11 is 0.7–0.75 mm).
Genus Lituigraptus Ni, 1978
Lituigraptus bostrychodes sp. nov.
Figures 19I, 20G, M, 21P
1993b ‘Monograptus’ pulcherrimus (Manck, 1928). – Loy-
dell, pp. 129, 131, pl. 5, figs 9, 11, text-fig. 22,
figs 13–15, 23, 25 (see for further synonymy en-
tries).
2001 “Monograptus” pulcherrimus (Manck, 1928)?. –
Štorch, p. 70, pl. 4, fig. 3, text-fig. 10, fig. 11.
2012 Torquigraptus pulcherrimus (Manck). – Štorch &
Frýda, fig. 5c.
Holotype. – MGM6589-O (Figs 19I, 20M), from S1.14,
uppermost Lituigraptus rastrum Subzone, middle Stimu-
lograptus halli Biozone.
Derivation of name. – From the Greek, curly, referring to
the shape of the rhabdosome.
Material. – 94 specimens, ranging in preservation from
diagenetically flattened to medium relief, from the lower
part of the Stimulograptus halli Biozone through to the
middle of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Three dimensionally spiral rhabdosome, of-
ten forming an S- or Z-shape. Proximal thecae are almost
rastritiform proximally, becoming more triangular distally.
Dorso-ventral width increases from 0.6–0.7 mm at th1 and
1.1–1.15 mm at th5 to a distal maximum of 2.3 mm.

	
 A – Rastrites obuncus sp. nov.: holotype, MGM6581-O, S1.29. • B – Stimulograptus sp.: MGM6582-O, S1.47. • C – Stimulograptus eximius
sp. nov.: holotype, MGM6583-O, S1.19b. • D – Oktavites contortus (Perner): MGM6584-O, S1.44. • E – Oktavites zanclus sp. nov.: MGM6585-O, S1.15.
• F – Lituigraptus rastrum (Richter): MGM6586-O, S1.14; see Fig. 20H for close-up of theca. • G – Oktavites? sp.: MGM6587-O, S1.6. • H – Glyptograptus
auritus Bjerreskov: MGM6588-O, S1.44. • I – Lituigraptus bostrychodes sp. nov.: holotype, MGM6589-O, S1.14. • J – Comograptus barbatus (Elles &
Wood): MGM6590-O, S1.5. • K – Torquigraptus obtusus (Schauer): specimen showing regeneration after damage, MGM6591-O, S1.56.
• L – Torquigraptus involutus (Lapworth): MGM6592-O, S1.31. • M – Streptograptus johnsonae Loydell: MGM6593-O, S5.35. • N – Streptograptus
ansulosus (Törnquist): MGM6594-O, S1.37. • O – Rastrites cf. orlovi Obut & Sobolevskaya: MGM6595-O, S1.16. • P, S – Torquigraptus linterni Williams
et al.: P – MGM6596-O, S1.30; S – MGM6599-O, S1.21. • Q – Paradiversograptus capillaris (Carruthers): MGM6597-O, S1.24. • R – Pristiograptus
renaudi (Philippot): MGM6598-O, S5.5. Scale bar represents 1 mm (A–I, K–S), 0.5 mm (J) or 0.25 mm (Q).
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Description. – The rhabdosome is spirally curved either
dorsally throughout (Fig. 19I) or more commonly forming
an S- or Z-shape (Fig. 21P). The proximal end is also dor-
sally curved. The sicula is 0.8–0.85 mm long, with an aper-
tural width of 0.1 mm. The position of its apex ranges from
below the base of the metatheca of th1 to just above the top
of th1. Ventral prothecal walls are gently inclined to the
rhabdosome axis proximally, where the metathecae are al-
most rastritiform. Distally thecae become more triangular
and appear to have laterally expanded complex thecal aper-
tures (Fig. 20M). Dorso-ventral width is 0.6–0.7 mm at th1,
0.65–0.8 mm at th2, 0.65–0.9 mm at th3 and 1.1–1.15 mm
at th5. 2TRD is 1.4–1.7 mm at th2, 1.5–1.7 mm at th3,
1.4–1.65 mm at th5. Distally, dorso-ventral width increases
to 2.3 mm and 2TRD is 1.4–1.7 mm.
Remarks. – Owing to the unavailability of Manck’s (1928)
publication at the time of writing, Loydell (1993b) used
Přibyl & Münch’s (1942) description of Demirastrites pul-
cherrimus to identify specimens from Wales. Maletz
(2006, pl. 1.1, fig. S) refigured Manck’s holotype of this
species (as had Müller 1963), demonstrating that it is a ju-
nior synonym of Lituigraptus convolutus. A new name is
thus required for the species described as pulcherrimus by
Přibyl & Münch (1942), Loydell (1993b) and others.
Štorch & Frýda (2012) assigned material of this species to
Torquigraptus. The thecal morphology appears more com-
plex (Fig. 20M) than is typical of this genus, however, and
for this reason bostrychodes is assigned to Lituigraptus
herein. Lituigraptus is characterized by its almost rastri-
form thecae proximally and the complex, laterally expan-
ded thecal apertures throughout the rhabdosome (see ima-
ges of isolated L. convolutus in Loydell & Maletz (2009).
Lituigraptus rastrum (Richter, 1853)
Figures 11, 19F, 20H, L, 21A, B, D, H, K, L
1853 Monograpsus peregrinus Barr. – Var. (rastrum R.);
Richter, pp. 461, 462, pl. 12, fig. 31.
1907 Rastrites rastrum Richter. – Törnquist, pp. 10, 11,
pl. 2, figs 1–6.
1967 Rastrites rastrum (Richter 1853). – Schauer,
pp. 179, 180, pl. 4, figs 3, 4.
2012 Lituigraptus rastrum (Richter). – Štorch & Frýda,
fig. 5d.
Material. – 150 diagenetically flattened specimens, the
vast majority of which are proximal fragments, from the
middle part of the Stimulograptus halli Biozone.
Description. – All of the specimens are strongly dorsally
curved. The sicula is preserved in only a few specimens.
It is 0.95–1.1 mm long, with an apertural width of
0.15–0.2 mm. The sicular apex reaches to the base of the
metatheca of th1. Prothecae are narrow proximally, with
ventral walls parallel to the rhabdosome axis; distally they
remain parallel or are very gently inclined so that the pro-
theca widens very gradually towards the metatheca. Meta-
thecae are narrow and rastritiform proximally, becoming
broader distally, in many specimens this being accompa-
nied by a gentle tapering of the metatheca towards the aper-
ture. Proximal metathecae are normal to the rhabdosome
axis; distally they are inclined at 75–90°. Thecal apertures
appear hooked in many specimens, probably with lateral
expansion of the aperture. Dorso-ventral width increases
from 0.6–0.75 mm at th1 to 1.15–1.45 mm at th5 and
1.5–2.5 mm at th10. The widest distal fragment is 3 mm
wide. 2TRD is 1.9–2.0 mm at th2 decreasing to 1.75 mm at
th10. Distally it reaches a maximum of 2.25 mm.
Remarks. – Lituigraptus rastrum appears to be a highly va-
riable species in terms of rate of rhabdosome widening.
The appearance of the metathecae is undoubtedly influen-
ced by the orientation of the rhabdosome with respect to
the bedding surface. It is clear from Törnquist’s (1907)
and Štorch & Frýda’s (2012) illustrations that complete
rhabdosomes of L. rastrum exhibited three-dimensional
coiling.
Törnquist (1907) quoted a maximum metathecal
length of 4 mm in L. rastrum, but none of his figured
specimens (which are more fully developed than those
from El Pintado) is shown to exceed a dorso-ventral
width of 3 mm.
Lituigraptus rastrum is a very important species
biostratigraphically, occurring only in the middle part of
the Stimulograptus halli Biozone, the Lituigraptus rastrum
Subzone.
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!$3# A – Parapetalolithus kunkojensis (Paškevičius): MGM6542-O, S1.14. • B – MGM6600-O, Rastrites rhabdosome fragments, mostly of sin-
gle thecae: S5.16. • C – Torquigraptus planus (Barrande): MGM6601-O, S5.29. • D, I – Stimulograptus eximius sp. nov.: MGM6602-O, S1.16;
I – MGM7822-O, distal fragment, S1.50. • E – Oktavites contortus (Perner): MGM6603-O, S1.4. • F – biserial graptolite in thin section in XPL, showing
clay mineral growth around rhabdosome with the thickest growth extending laterally, MGM6604-O, S1.18b. • G, M – Lituigraptus bostrychodes sp. nov.:
G – MGM6605-O, S1.14; M – holotype, MGM6589-O, close-up of thecae, S1.14. • H, L – Lituigraptus rastrum (Richter): H – MGM6586-O, close-up of
theca, S1.14; L – MGM6606-O, S1.11. • J – Rastrites hacari sp. nov.: MGM7821-O, proximal end, S5.11. • K – Glyptograptus fastigatus Haberfelner:
MGM6531-O, S1.48. • N – Glyptograptus plautus sp. nov.: MGM6525-O, S1.33. Scale bar represents 0.5 mm (A, G, J–L, N), 1 mm (B–E, I, L), 0.16 mm
(F), 0.17 mm (H) and 0.18 mm (M).
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Genus Oktavites Levina, 1928
Oktavites zanclus sp. nov.
Figures 19E, 21C, I, J
Holotype. – MGM6608-O (Fig. 21C), from S1.16, upper
Stimulograptus halli Biozone.
Derivation of name. – From the Greek, sickle, referring to
the shape of the rhabdosome.
Material. – 93 mostly diagenetically flattened specimens
from the upper part of the Stimulograptus halli Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Oktavites with dorsally curved rhabdosome
bearing triangular thecae with narrow prothecal bases.
Dorso-ventral width is 0.6–0.7 mm at th1 increasing to a
maximum of 1.35–1.4 mm by th10.
Description. – The rhabdosome is dorsally curved through-
out with curvature most pronounced proximally. The si-
cula is 1.0–1.2 mm long with an apertural width of
0.15 mm. Its apex reaches to just below the top of th1. The-
cae have narrow bases to their prothecae throughout the
rhabdosome. The thecae become conspicuously broad and
triangular from th4. Thecal apertures are hooked and ap-
pear somewhat laterally expanded. Dorso-ventral width is
0.6–0.7 mm at th1, 0.7–0.8 mm at th2, 0.8–0.9 mm at th3,
1.0–1.15 mm at th5 and 1.35–1.4 mm at th10, a width,
which is not exceeded more distally. 2TRD is 1.35–1.7 mm
at th2, 1.35–1.55 mm at th3, 1.25–1.5 mm at th5 and
1.5–1.6 mm at th10. Maximum 2TRD more distally is
1.9 mm.
Remarks. – This short-ranging species is broader and has a
much less tightly curved rhabdosome than O. contortus
(Figs 19D, 20E, 21W). It is very abundant through a short
interval immediately above the highest sample to yield Li-
tuigraptus rastrum.
Genus Pristiograptus Jaekel, 1889
Pristiograptus acuminatus NIGP, 1974
Figure 22R
1974 Pristiograptus acuminatus (sp. nov.); NIGP, p. 219,
pl. 100, fig. 7.
1990 Pribylograptus acuminatus (Ge). – Ge, pp. 85, 86,
pl. 11, figs 2, 3.
2002 Pribylograptus acuminatus (Ge). – Mu et al.,
pp. 838, 839, pl. 222, figs 1, 2.
Holotype. – NIGP 21162, from the lower Telychian of
Chengkou, Sichuan.
Material. – One partially damaged specimen, from the up-
per part of the Stimulograptus halli Biozone.
Description. – The specimen is 26 mm long, but is broken
distally so must originally have had a greater length. The
rhabdosome is damaged at the proximal end and also longi-
tudinally in its distal part. Dorso-ventral width increases
rapidly, from 0.5 mm at th1 to 1.15 mm at th10, attaining a
distal maximum of 1.65 mm. Interthecal septa are at least
partially obscured by clay mineral overgrowth making the
amount of thecal overlap difficult to establish. 2TRD is
1.75 mm at th2, 1.8 mm at th3 and th5, 1.9 mm at th10 and
2.0 mm distally. Thecal apertures are horizontal.
Remarks. – The holotype is preserved obliquely (shown by
the position of its nema) which has increased its width sig-
nificantly. The species is characterized by its rapidly in-
creasing dorso-ventral width and the horizontal orientation
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!$"# A, B, D, H, K, L – Lituigraptus rastrum (Richter): A – MGM6606-O, S1.11; B – MGM6607-O, S1.12; D – MGM6609-O, S1.12;
H – MGM6612-O, S1.11; K – MGM6615-O, S1.9; L – MGM6616-O, S1.9. • C, I, J – Oktavites zanclus sp. nov.: C – holotype, MGM6608-O, S1.16;
I – MGM6613-O, S1.15; J – MGM6614-O, S1.18a. • E – Stimulograptus sp.: MGM6582-O, S1.47. • F, N, S – Torquigraptus denticulatus (Törnquist):
F – MGM6610-O, S1.7; N – MGM6618-O, S1.6; S – MGM6623-O, S1.3. • G – Stimulograptus distans (Portlock): MGM6611-O, S1.3. • M, AD, AE,
AP – Torquigraptus muenchi (Přibyl): M – MGM6617-O, S1.21; AD – MGM6634-O, S1.21; AE – MGM6635-O, S1.19a; AP – MGM6645-O, S1.18a.
• O – Streptograptus strachani Loydell: MGM6619-O, S5.23. • P – Lituigraptus bostrychodes sp. nov.: MGM6620-O, S1.3. • Q – Pseudostreptograptus
williamsi Loydell: MGM6621-O, S1.38. • R – Streptograptus filiformis Chen: MGM6622-O, S5.25. • T – “Monograptus” admirabilis (Přibyl & Münch):
MGM6624-O, S1.30. • U – Streptograptus tenuis Loydell: MGM6625-O, S5.16. • V – Stimulograptus becki (Barrande): MGM6626-O, S5.24.
• W – Oktavites contortus (Perner): MGM6627-O, S1.6. • X, AS – Stimulograptus halli (Barrande): X – MGM6628-O, S5.2; AS – MGM6647-O, S1.16.
• Y – Streptograptus picarrai sp. nov.: holotype, MGM6559-O, S1.21. • Z, AA, AC – Streptograptus dalecarlicus Loydell & Maletz: Z – MGM6630-O,
S5.4; AA – MGM6631-O, S1.46; AC – MGM6633-O, S1.47. • AB, AL, AM – Streptograptus pericoi Štorch: AB – MGM6632-O, S5.24;
AL – MGM6641-O, S1.47; AM – MGM6642-O, S5.1. • AF – “Monograptus” gemmatus (Barrande): MGM6636-O, S1.54. • AG – Streptograptus
ansulosus (Törnquist): MGM6637-O, S1.39. • AH – Paradiversograptus capillaris (Carruthers): MGM6597-O, S1.24. • AI – Monograptus bjerreskovae
Loydell: MGM6638-O, S5.29. • AJ – Monograptus marri Perner: MGM6639-O, S5.28. • AK – Monograptus priodon (Bronn): MGM6640-O, S5.37.
• AN, AO – Streptograptus barrandei (Suess): AN – MGM6643-O, S5.26; AO – MGM6644-O, S5.28. • AQ – Streptograptus plumosus (Baily):
MGM6646-O, S5.15. • AR – Stimulograptus sedgwickii (Portlock): MGM6551-O, S1.4. • AT – Stimulograptus eximius sp. nov.: holotype,
MGM6583-O, S1.19b. Scale bar represents 1 mm.
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of the thecal apertures. Ge (1990) assigned the species to
Pribylograptus. However, the thecae are simple tubes and
thus the species is returned to Pristiograptus herein.
Pristiograptus xiushanensis NIGP, 1974
Figure 22G
1974 Pristiograptus xiushanensis (sp. nov.); NIGP, p. 219,
pl. 100, fig. 7.
2002 Pristiograptus xiushanensis Mu et al. – Mu et al.,
pp. 835, 836, pl. 221, figs 3–5.
2014 Pristiograptus xiushanensis Mu. – Chen et al., fig. 3j.
Holotype. – NIGP 21446, from the Llandovery of South-
west China.
Material. – Four diagenetically flattened specimens: one
from the lower part of the Stimulograptus halli Biozone
and three from the middle part of the Spirograptus guerichi
Biozone.
Description. – The rhabdosome is dorsally curved, most
strongly at the proximal end. The sicula (preserved in two
specimens) is 0.8–1.0 mm long, with an apertural width of
0.2 mm. Its apex reaches to just below the top of th1.
Dorso-ventral width is 0.3–0.4 mm at th1, 0.4–0.5 mm at
th2, 0.45–0.55 mm at th3 and 0.55–0.7 mm at th5. It is
0.6 mm at th10 and by th20 is 0.75 mm a figure that is not
exceeded distally. 2TRD is 1.4–1.6 mm at th2, 1.5–1.6 mm
at th3, 1.5–1.75 mm at th5, 1.5 mm at th10, 1.7 mm at th15
and 1.8–1.9 mm distally. Thecae are inclined at 25–30° to
the rhabdosome axis. Thecal apertures range from normal
to the thecal axis to horizontal. Thecal overlap is ca. one-
quarter the thecal length proximally increasing to ca. one-
third distally.
Remarks. – As noted by Loydell (1993b), P. xiushanensis
differs from P. renaudi (Fig. 19R) in its more rapidly incre-
asing dorso-ventral width proximally. Both are dorsally
curved. The stratigraphical range of P. xiushanensis ap-
pears to be uncertain in China as it occurs in monospecific
assemblages (Chen et al. 2014). Because of its similarity to
P. renaudi, Chen et al. (2014) suggested that it may be
from the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone; one of the El Pin-
tado specimens, however, is from the upper Aeronian, so
the species’ overall stratigraphical range straddles the
Aeronian/Telychian stage boundary.
Genus Rastrites Barrande, 1850
Remarks. – Many Rastrites species were described by
Schauer (1967) and by Štorch & Loydell (1992).
Re-examination of the holotype of Rastrites hybridus has
shown that Loydell’s (2000) illustration is in error in indi-
cating the presence of a sicula; the holotype lacks a proxi-
mal end. Measurements of thecal length and distance used
herein follow Štorch & Loydell (1992). Intraspecific vari-
ation within Rastrites species is considerable, especially
around the proximal end where the length and spacing of
early thecae is similar in several species. Short proximal
fragments are often therefore impossible to assign to a
species; more complete specimens or distal fragments
of several thecae are needed to make confident identifi-
cations. In the descriptions below, particularly of the
new species R. maletzi and R. robardeti it is the distal
thecal length (Fig. 25) that is the key diagnostic charac-
ter for differentiation from related taxa such as R. linnaei
and R. schaueri.
Rastrites hacari sp. nov.
Figures 20J, 22AF, AG
Holotype. – MGM6677-O (Fig. 22AF), from S1.56, mid-
dle Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Derivation of name. – After Manuel P. Hacar Rodríguez,
Spanish geologist and great friend of the third author, who
sadly died in December 2014.
Material. – 70 diagenetically flattened specimens, from the
middle Stimulograptus halli Biozone through to the upper
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!$$# A, J – Torquigraptus magnificus (Přibyl & Münch): A – MGM6648-O, S1.3; J – MGM6656-O, S1.1. • B, D, K, Z, AC, AD – Torquigraptus
minutus (Chen): B – MGM6649-O, S1.62; D – MGM6651-O, S1.5; K – MGM6657-O, S1.4; Z – MGM6672-O, 5.11; AC – MGM6674-O, S5.13;
AD – MGM6675-O, S1.62. • C – Torquigraptus linterni Williams et al.: MGM6650-O, S1.31. • E – Pristiograptus bjerringus (Bjerreskov):
MGM6560-O, S5.29. • F, P – Paradiversograptus rectus (Manck): F – MGM6652-O, S1.18a; P – MGM6662-O, S1.14. • G – Pristiograptus xiushanensis
NIGP: MGM6653-O, S1.46. • H – Torquigraptus sp.: MGM6654-O, S1.1. • I, L, M, T, W–Y, AE – Torquigraptus obtusus (Schauer): I – MGM6655-O,
S5.3; L – MGM6658-O, S1.54; M – MGM6659-O, S1.54; T – MGM6666-O, S1.54; W – MGM6669-O, S5.8; X – MGM6670-O, S1.18a;
Y – MGM6671-O, S1.48; AE – MGM6676-O, S1.51. • N – Torquigraptus dextrorsus (Linnarsson): MGM6660-O, S5.35. • O – Paradiversograptus
runcinatus (Lapworth): MGM6661-O, S1.46. • Q – Rastrites spina (Richter): MGM6663-O, S1.16. • R – Pristiograptus acuminatus NIGP:
MGM6664-O, S1.16. • S – Rastrites cf. hybridus Lapworth: MGM6665-O, S1.1. • U – Rastrites hybridus Lapworth: MGM6667-O, S1.16. • V – Rastrites
abbreviatus Lapworth: MGM6668-O, S1.39. • AA – Pristiograptus variabilis (Perner): MGM6673-O, S1.4. • AB – Pristiograptus pristinus Přibyl:
MGM6561-O, S1.20a. • AF, AG – Rastrites hacari sp. nov.: AF – holotype, MGM6677-O, S1.56; AG – MGM6678-O, S5.10. Scale bar represents 1 mm.
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Spirograptus guerichi Biozone with most specimens com-
ing from the middle of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Diminutive Rastrites with metathecal lengths
less than 1 mm. Metathecae are inclined at 110–140° to the
rhabdosome axis. Thecal distances are 0.8–1.35 mm.
Description. – The rhabdosome is either straight or gently
curved, usually dorsally, but in a few specimens ventrally.
The sicula is 0.85 mm long with an apertural width of
0.15 mm. Its apex reaches the metatheca of th2. Metathe-
cae are very short, 0.6–0.9 mm long throughout the length
of the rhabdosome. Thecal distances are 0.8–1.35 mm. Me-
tathecae are inclined at 110–140° to the rhabdosome axis.
Thecal apertures are hooked.
Remarks. – Rastrites hacari is similar in terms of thecal
length to specimens described as Rastrites spina by Rick-
ards (1970), Hutt (1975) and Štorch (1998b) from the mid-
dle Aeronian Lituigraptus convolutus Biozone and by Při-
byl (1942) from the upper Aeronian Stimulograptus
sedgwickii Biozone. Rastrites hacari differs in having
more parallel-sided, narrower, less triangular metathecae
which are inclined at 110–140° to the rhabdosome axis
rather than at 90° or less as in R. spina sensu Přibyl (1942).
Richter’s type material of Rastrites spina has been exami-
ned by Jörg Maletz who described it (pers. comm.) as “very
poor and strongly tectonized”. Given the consistent use of
the name spina by several authors and the equivocal nature
of the type material it makes sense to erect a new species
for these distinctive El Pintado specimens. Rastrites spina
(Fig. 22Q) also occurs in El Pintado section 1, making its
last appearance in the lowermost Telychian (Fig. 9).
Rastrites fugax Barrande (Fig. 23R) differs from
R. hacari in having longer thecae (1.3–1.7 mm long distally)
that are more widely spaced (thecal distances are 1.8–3.0 m
distally). It is described fully by Štorch & Loydell (1992).
Rastrites lenzi sp. nov.
Figure 23S
Holotype. – MGM6697-O (Fig. 23S), from S1.16, upper
Stimulograptus halli Biozone.
Derivation of name. – After Alfred C. Lenz, Canadian
graptolithologist.
Material. – 13 specimens, variably preserved from diage-
netically flattened to full relief external moulds, from the
upper part of the Stimulograptus halli Biozone. The long-
est (the holotype) bears th1–9.
Diagnosis. – Rastrites with strongly dorsally curved rhab-
dosome proximally. Thecal length increases from 0.7 mm
at th1 to 2.2 mm at th8. Thecal distances increase markedly
distally, from 0.6–0.75 mm between th1 and th2 to
2.65 mm between th8 and th9.
Description. – Rhabdosomes are dorsally curved through-
out with the strongest curvature proximally. The sicula is
0.95–1.0 mm long with an apertural width of 0.1–0.15 mm.
Its apex reaches from just under half way up th2 to just below
the metatheca of th2. Prothecae are narrow, with ventral
walls parallel to the rhabdosome axis. Proximal metathe-
cae are inclined at 90–100° to the rhabdosome axis; more
distal thecae at 120–125°. Thecal apertures are hooked.
Thecal lengths are 0.7 mm at th1, 0.7–0.8 mm at th2,
0.95–1.0 mm at th3, 1.05–1.2 mm at th4, 1.5–1.55 mm at
th5, 1.6–1.8 mm at th7 and 2.2 mm at th8. Thecal distances
are 0.6–0.75 mm (th1–th2), 0.85–1.0 mm (th2–th3),
0.95–1.2 mm (th3–th4), 1.15–1.5 mm (th4–th5),
1.25–1.9 mm (th5–th6), 1.35–2.05 mm (th6–th7), 2.4 mm
(th7–th8), and 2.65 mm (th8–th9).
Remarks. – Rastrites lenzi resembles R. hybridus
(Fig. 22U) in rhabdosome shape and maximum thecal
length, but differs in having shorter metathecae proximally
and much more widely spaced metathecae distally. In the
holotype of R. hybridus and in the specimens illustrated by
Schauer (1967) distal thecal distances are 1.0–1.25 mm.
Rastrites maletzi sp. nov.
Figure 24H–J
1942 Rastrites distans (Lapworth). – Přibyl, p. 9, pl. 1,
figs 1–3.
1967 Rastrites distans Lapworth, 1876. – Schauer,
pp. 183, 184, pl. 6, figs 4–8.
1982 Rastrites cf. distans Lapworth, 1876. – Lenz,
pp. 124, 127, figs 10e, 35a.
partim 1984 Rastrites distans Lapworth. – Chen, p. 67, pl. 13,
fig. 7, ?fig. 13 (non fig. 9).
1992 Rastrites sp. cf. schaueri n. sp. – Štorch & Loydell,
p. 70, figs 7a, 8a, f, g.
Holotype. – MGM6714-O (Fig. 24J), from S1.11, Litui-
graptus rastrum Subzone, middle Stimulograptus halli
Biozone.
Derivation of name. – After Jörg Maletz, German grapto-
lithologist.
Material. – 140 specimens variably preserved from diage-
netically flattened to full relief external moulds, from the
middle Stimulograptus halli Biozone through to the upper
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
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Diagnosis. – Rastrites with distal metathecae 2.5–2.75 mm
long and distal thecal distances of 1.75–2.3 mm.
Description. – Rhabdosomes are generally dorsally curved
proximally (a few rhabdosomes are almost straight) beco-
ming less strongly curved or almost straight distally. The
sicula is 1.0–1.3 mm long with an apertural width of
0.15 mm. The sicular apex reaches to the metatheca of th2.
Prothecae are narrow, with ventral walls parallel to the
rhabdosome axis. Proximal metathecae are inclined at
90–115° to the rhabdosome axis; more distal thecae at
95–135°. Thecal apertures appear to be hooked. Thecal
lengths are 0.95–1.15 mm at th1, 1.2–1.65 mm at th2,
1.65–2.4 mm at th3, 1.8–2.45 mm at th4 and 2.1–2.55 mm
at th5. More distal thecae are typically 2.5–2.75 mm long.
Thecal distances are 0.75–1.3 mm (th1–th2), 1.2–1.5 mm
(th2–th3), 1.3–2.0 mm (th3–th4) and 1.5–2.0 mm
(th4–th5). More distally thecal distance is 1.75–2.3 mm.
Remarks. – This species resembles Rastrites schaueri
(Fig. 24G), but has shorter metathecae (Fig. 25). It was
recognised as a new species (but not named) by Štorch &
Loydell (1992). Some authors have referred material of
R. maletzi to Rastrites distans Lapworth. The latter species
was described, with a new lectotype selected, by Štorch &
Loydell (1992). It is very different from R. maletzi: distal
thecae are often perpendicular to the rhabdosome axis, are
widely spaced (thecal distance is 4.2–4.8 mm) and have a
length of 4.5–6.8 mm.
Rastrites cf. maletzi sp. nov.
Figure 23E, O
Material. – Two diagenetically flattened specimens, both
with proximal end preserved, from the upper part of the
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Description. – The rhabdosome is dorsally curved proxi-
mally through approximately 90° after which the curvature
decreases. Sicular details are unclear. Prothecae are nar-
row, with ventral walls parallel to the rhabdosome axis.
The metatheca of th1 is inclined at 100–110° to the rhabdo-
some axis, subsequent metathecae at 90–100°. Thecal
apertures are hooked. Thecal lengths are 1.05 mm at th1,
1.55–1.6 mm at th2, 1.9–2.2 mm at th3, 2.0–2.5 mm at th4
and 2.3–2.6 mm at th5. Thecal distances are 0.6 mm
(th1–th2), 0.75–0.85 mm (th2–th3), 0.85 mm (th3–th4),
0.95–1.0 mm (th4–th5) and 1.2 mm (th5–th6).
Remarks. – This species resembles Rastrites maletzi sp.
nov. (Fig. 24H–J) in terms of metathecal length but differs
in its significantly more closely spaced metathecae. It also
exhibits stronger rhabdosome curvature in both available
specimens. Most probably this represents another new spe-
cies.
Rastrites obuncus sp. nov.
Figures 19A, 23T, Y
Holotype. – MGM6581-O (Figs 19A, 23T), from S1.29,
lower Spirograptus guerichi Biozone. Its counterpart
(Fig. 23Y) is MGM6702-O.
Derivation of name. – From the Latin, hooked, referring to
the shape of the rhabdosome.
Material. – Sixteen diagenetically flattened specimens,
from two samples (representing a stratigraphical thickness
of 40 cm) in the lower part of the Spirograptus guerichi
Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Rastrites with fishhook shaped rhabdosome.
Thecal length increases from 0.75 mm at th1 to 2.5 mm dis-
tally. Thecal distances are 0.8–1.0 mm. Thecae are inclined
at 90–95° to the rhabdosome axis.
Description. – The rhabdosome is dorsally curved, with a
fishhook shape overall. The sicula is preserved in one spe-
cimen (the holotype and its counterpart). It is 1.0 mm long
with an apertural width of 0.15 mm. The apex reaches ap-
proximately half way up th2. A thin virgella extends
0.25 mm from the sicular aperture. Th1 is 0.75 mm long;
the metathecae of th2 and th3 are damaged; th4 is 1.25 mm
long and th5 is 1.35 mm long. Measurements of more distal
thecae can be taken from the holotype. Thecal lengths are
1.9 mm (th10), 2.1 mm (th15) and 2.25 mm (th20). Maxi-
mum distal thecal length (measured in other specimens as-
signed to this species) is 2.5 mm. Thecal distances are
0.8 mm (th1–th2 and th2–th3), 0.65 mm (th3–th4), 0.7 mm
(th4–th5), 0.75 mm (th10–th11), 0.85 mm (th15–th16) and
0.9 mm (th20–th21). In distal thecae thecal distance is
0.8–1.0 mm. Metathecae are typically narrow rastritiform
proximally becoming broader distally. They are inclined
at 90–95° to the rhabdosome axis. Thecal apertures are
hooked.
Remarks. – The shape of the rhabdosome, thecal spacing
and broad distal metathecae serve to distinguish R. obun-
cus from most other lower Telychian Rastrites species.
Rastrites hybridus can have a similar overall rhabdosome
shape (see illustrations in Schauer 1967), but distally has
narrower and shorter metathecae. Rastrites obuncus differs
from R. perfectus (Fig. 24A) in having broader metathecae
that are more closely spaced, especially proximally. Also,
although the type material of R. perfectus from eastern
Germany (see Přibyl 1942) is tectonically deformed, it is
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evident that the rhabdsome is not as tightly dorsally curved
proximally as in R. obuncus.
Rastrites cf. obuncus sp. nov.
Figure 23I
2006 Rastrites rastrum (Richter). – Maletz, pl. 1.1, fig. k.
Material. – Nine diagenetically flattened specimens, from
the middle part of the Stimulograptus halli Biozone.
Description. – The rhabdosome is dorsally curved, with a
fishhook shape overall. None of the specimens possesses a
proximal end. Metathecae are narrow proximally, but broa-
den conspicuously distally. They are inclined at 80–85° to
the rhabdosome axis proximally and 65–75° distally. The-
cal apertures are hooked. Metathecal length increases from
1.1 mm in the most proximally preserved undamaged theca
to a distal maximum of 3.5 mm. Thecal distances are
0.55–0.7 mm proximally and 0.6–0.95 mm distally.
Remarks. – The specimens resemble R. obuncus sp. nov.
(Figs 19A, 23T, Y) in terms of overall rhabdosome shape
and in thecal spacing, but differ in having longer thecae
that are inclined at a lower angle to the rhabdosome axis.
Rastrites cf. orlovi Obut & Sobolevskaya
(in Obut et al. 1965)
Figures 19O, 23Z
cf. 1965 Rastrites orlovi Obut & Sobolevskaya, sp. nov. –
Obut et al., pp. 91, 92, pl. 17, figs 10–14.
? 1982 Rastrites cf. perfectus Přibyl, 1942. – Lenz, p. 132,
figs 11f, h, 36a, b.
Material. – Four diagenetically flattened, incomplete spe-
cimens, from a single sample in the upper part of the Stimu-
lograptus halli Biozone.
Description. – The longest rhabdosome fragment is
27 mm long; its proximal end and parts of most metathe-
cae are obscured by other graptolites. The proximal part
is gently dorsally curved; distally the rhabdosome is
straight. Thecae are mostly normal to the rhabdosome
axis, but are inclined at 105–110° in one specimen. Maxi-
mum thecal length distally is 4.8 mm; thecal distances
are 1.2–1.6 mm. Metathecae terminate in small apertural
hooks.
Remarks. – The El Pintado specimens are very similar to
Rastrites orlovi in terms of thecal length, but differ in the-
cal inclination and slightly wider thecal spacing.
Rastrites patulus sp. nov.
Figure 23H, P, Q, W
Holotype. – MGM6695-O (Fig. 23Q), from S5.29, upper
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Derivation of name. – From the Latin, broad, referring to
the metathecae.
Material. – 18 diagenetically flattened specimens from a
stratigraphical thickness of 0.4 m in the upper part of the
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Rastrites with a dorsally curved rhabdosome
proximally bearing broad metathecae increasing in length
from 1.0–1.5 mm at th1 to a maximum of 3.9 mm distally.
Thecal distance distally is 1.8–2.7 mm.
Description. – Rhabdosomes are dorsally curved (through
up to 90°) proximally becoming less strongly curved or al-
most straight distally. The sicula is 1.2–1.45 mm long with
an apertural width of 0.1–0.2 mm. The sicular apex reaches
either to the top of th2, most commonly just above the top
of the metatheca of th2 and in one specimen half way up the
protheca of th3. Prothecae are narrow, parallel-sided or
gradually widening towards the metathecae. The meta-
thecae are broad, 0.4–0.6 mm wide distally. The metatheca
of th1 is inclined at 110–135° to the rhabdosome axis; from
th2 onwards they are inclined at 100–110°. Thecal apertu-
res appear hooked and significantly laterally expanded.
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!$&# A, F, J – Torquigraptus obtusus (Schauer): A – MGM6679-O, S5.1; F – MGM6684-O, S1.23; J – MGM6688-O, S1.51. • B – Rastrites cf.
abbreviatus Lapworth: MGM6680-O, S1.15. • C, N – Rastrites sp.: C – MGM6681-O, S5.7; N – MGM6692-O, S1.34. • D – Rastrites gracilis Přibyl:
MGM6682-O, S1.31. • E, O – Rastrites cf. maletzi sp. nov.: E – MGM6683-O, S5.15; O – MGM6693-O, S5.15. • G, K – Rastrites carnicus Seelmeier:
G – MGM6685-O, S1.18a; K – MGM6689-O, S1.21. • H, P, Q, W – Rastrites patulus sp. nov.: H – MGM6686-O, S5.29; P – MGM6694-O, S5.30;
Q – holotype, MGM6695-O, S5.29; W – MGM6700-O, S5.29. • I – Rastrites cf. obuncus sp. nov.: MGM6687-O, S1.6. • L – Rastrites distans Lapworth:
MGM6690-O, S5.36. • M – Rastrites robardeti sp. nov.: MGM6691-O, S1.20b. • R – Rastrites fugax Barrande: MGM6696-O, S5.13. • S – Rastrites lenzi
sp. nov.: holotype, MGM6697-O, S1.16. • T, Y – Rastrites obuncus sp. nov.: T – holotype, MGM6581-O, S1.29; Y – MGM6702-O, S1.29. • U – Rastrites
cf. distans Lapworth: MGM6698-O, S5.35. • V – Rastrites spengillensis Rickards: MGM6699-O, S5.26. • X – Rastrites sp. aff. maximus Lapworth:
MGM6701-O, S5.10. • Z – Rastrites cf. orlovi Obut & Sobolevskaya: MGM6703-O, S1.16. • AA, AB – Rastrites maximus Lapworth:
AA – MGM6704-O, S5.11; AB – MGM6705-O, S5.7. Scale bar represents 1 mm.
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Thecal lengths are 1.0–1.5 mm at th1, 1.4–2.1 mm at th2,
2.25–3.2 mm at th3, 2.85–3.7 mm at th4 and 3.0–3.8 mm at
th5. Maximum distal thecal length is 3.9 mm. Thecal dis-
tances are 0.5–0.9 mm (th1–th2), 0.95–1.4 mm (th2–th3),
1.25–1.8 mm (th3–th4) and 1.35–2.0 mm (th4–th5). More
distally thecal distance is 1.8–2.7 mm.
Remarks. – R. patulus has a similar maximum thecal length to
Rastrites schaueri (Fig. 24G), but has longer metathecae pro-
ximally and broader metathecae throughout the rhabdosome.
Rastrites robardeti sp. nov.
Figures 23M, 24D–F
partim 1967 Rastrites linnaei Barrande 1850. – Schauer,
pp. 180–182, pl. 5, figs 2, 7 (non figs 1, 3–5, 8).
Holotype. – MGM6710-O (Fig. 24F), from S1.13, Lituigrap-
tus rastrum Subzone, middle Stimulograptus halli Biozone.
Derivation of name. – After the French geologist Michel
Robardet, the last author’s mentor, who has made nume-
rous important contributions to the understanding of the
Palaeozoic of south-west Europe, including discovery of
the Ordovician–Devonian successions in the northern part
of Seville Province.
Material. – 250 specimens, from the middle Stimulograp-
tus halli Biozone through to the upper Spirograptus gueri-
chi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Rastrites with distal thecal lengths of
4.2–4.6 mm and distances of 2.0–2.6 mm. Proximal meta-
thecae are inclined at 85–125° to the rhabdosome axis;
more distal thecae at 105–130°.
Description. – Rhabdosomes are generally dorsally curved
proximally (a few rhabdosomes are almost straight) becom-
ing less strongly curved or almost straight distally; the de-
gree of curvature is very variable (compare Figs 24E and
24F). The sicula is 1.1–1.5 mm long with an apertural
width of 0.15–0.2 mm. The sicular apex reaches to the me-
tatheca of th2 or just above. Prothecae are narrow, with
ventral walls parallel to the rhabdosome axis. Proximal
metathecae are inclined at 85–125° to the rhabdosome axis;
more distal thecae at 105–130°. Thecal apertures appear
hooked in many specimens. Thecal lengths are 1.0–1.8 mm
at th1, 1.6–3.5 mm at th2, 2.4–4.5 mm at th3, 3.4–4.6 mm at
th4 and 3.9–4.5 mm at th5. More distal thecae are
4.2–4.6 mm long. Thecal distances are 0.6–1.0 mm
(th1–th2), 0.9–1.8 mm (th2–th3), 1.0–2.3 mm (th3–th4)
and 1.1 mm (th4–th5). More distally thecal distance is
2.0–2.6 mm.
Remarks. – Rastrites robardeti sp. nov. is intermediate in
dimensions (thecal length and distance; Fig. 25) between
R. schaueri and R. linnaei both of which appear in El Pin-
tado section 1 at the same stratigraphical level.
Rastrites sp.
Figure 23C, N
Material. – Two diagenetically flattened specimens: one
from the lower part and one (a proximal end) from the mid-
dle of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Description. – The rhabdosome is only very gently dorsally
curved proximally, becoming straight distally. The sicula is
1.25 mm long with an apertural width of 0.1 mm. The sicular
apex reaches to the metatheca of th2. Prothecae are narrow,
with ventral walls parallel to the rhabdosome axis. The
broad metathecae are inclined at 100–130° to the rhabdo-
some axis. Thecal apertures appear hooked. Thecal lengths
are 1.4 mm at th1, 1.7 mm at th2, 1.8 mm at th3 and 1.95 mm
at th4. Thecal distances are 1.0 mm (th1–th2), 1.5 mm
(th2–th3), 1.7 mm (th3–th4) and 1.75 mm (th4–th5).
Remarks. – In terms of thecal length and spacing these spe-
cimens are similar to Rastrites maletzi sp. nov., but they
possess much broader metathecae similar to those of Ras-
trites patulus sp. nov. (which has longer metathecae).
Genus Stimulograptus Přibyl & Štorch, 1983
Stimulograptus eximius sp. nov.
Figures 19C, 20D, I, 21AT
Holotype. – MGM6583-O (Figs 19C, 21AT), from S1.19b,
upper Stimulograptus halli Biozone.
Derivation of name. – From the Latin, exceptional, refer-
ring to the remarkably rapid increase in rhabdosome width
proximally.
Material. – 71 specimens, variably preserved from diage-
netically flattened to full relief external moulds, from the
lower Stimulograptus halli Biozone through to the upper
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone. The species is most com-
mon in the upper halli Biozone through to the middle
guerichi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Broad Stimulograptus increasing in dorso-
ventral width from 0.6–0.7 mm at th1 to 1.35–1.55 mm at
th10 to a distal maximum of 2.4 mm. Ventral prothecal
walls inclined at 25° to the rhabdosome axis except in the-
cae at the proximal end.
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Description. – Rhabdosomes are either straight throughout
or gently dorsally or dorso-ventrally curved proximally
and then straight. The longest rhabdosome is 100 mm long.
The sicula is 1.3–1.9 mm long, with an apertural width of
0.3–0.35 mm. The level of the sicular apex ranges from the
aperture of th1 to just above the top of th1. Thecae are of
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!$(# A – Rastrites perfectus Přibyl: MGM6706-O, S1.23. • B, C – Rastrites linnaei Barrande: B – MGM7823-O, S1.50; C – MGM6707-O, S5.35.
• D–F – Rastrites robardeti sp. nov.: D – MGM6708-O, S1.19b; E – MGM6709-O, S5.1; F – holotype, MGM6710-O, S1.13. • G – Rastrites schaueri
Štorch & Loydell: MGM6711-O, S1.22. • H–J – Rastrites maletzi sp. nov.: H – MGM6712-O, S5.11; I – MGM6713-O, S1.53; J – holotype,
MGM6714-O, S1.11. Scale bar represents 1 mm.
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!$)# Comparison of the maximum thecal length in the upper Aeronian–lower Telychian Rastrites species R. maletzi sp. nov., R. schaueri Štorch
& Loydell, R. robardeti sp. nov. and R. linnaei Barrande. Data from El Pintado specimens and from Štorch & Loydell (1992).
typical stimulograptid form, with interthecal septa almost
normal to the rhabdosome axis. Except in the most proxi-
mal thecae the ventral prothecal wall is inclined at 25° to
the rhabdosome axis. The methecal hook comprises approxi-
mately half of the rhabdosome width. Thecal apertures are
furnished with paired ventro-laterally directed spines up to
0.5 mm long. Dorso-ventral width is 0.6–0.7 mm at th1,
0.65–0.85 mm at th2, 0.7–0.95 mm at th3, 1.0–1.3 mm at th5,
1.35–1.55 mm at th10, 1.55–1.8 mm at th15 and 1.75–2.0 mm
at th20. The maximum dorso-ventral width distally is 2.4 mm.
2TRDs are 1.75–2.15 mm at th2, 1.75–2.2 mm at th3,
1.9–2.25 mm at th5, 1.95–2.4 mm at th10 and 2.3–2.7 mm at
th15, with a distal maximum of 3.0 mm.
Remarks. – St. eximius differs from St. halli (Fig. 21X, AS) in
its more rapidly increasing dorso-ventral width proximally
and in the greater inclination of its ventral prothecal walls.
Stimulograptus sp.
Figures 19B, 21E
Material. – Two diagenetically flattened specimens, com-
prising one proximal end bearing th1–7 and one rhabdosome
fragment of twelve thecae (probably commencing at th3),
from the middle part of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Description. – The rhabdosome is dorsally curved over the
first five thecae and then becomes almost straight. The si-
cula is 1.6 mm long with an apertural width of 0.25 mm. Its
apex reaches to just below the top of th1. Ventral prothecal
walls are at a low angle to the rhabdosome axis. Metathecal
hooks proximally are small in relation to the overall thecal
length, but comprise approximately half of the rhabdosome
width. Thecal apertures are furnished with paired spines.
Dorso-ventral width is 0.5 mm at th1, 0.45 mm at th2,
0.55 mm at th3, 0.75 mm at th5 and 0.8 mm at th7. 2TRDs
are 2.3 mm at th2, 2.2 mm at th3 and 2.05 mm at th5. At the
distal end of the specimen lacking a proximal end
dorso-ventral width is 0.8 mm and 2TRD is 2.2 mm.
Remarks. – The dorsal curvature proximally is reminiscent
of that in St. utilis Loydell, 1991a. The latter species is, how-
ever, narrower (e.g. at th5 maximum dorso-ventral width is
0.6 mm), has more closely spaced thecae distally and exhi-
bits ventral rhabdosome curvature distally rather than be-
ing straight. Gutiérrez-Marco & Štorch (1998) recognised
another dorso-ventrally curved Stimulograptus species,
which they referred to St. cf. utilis, from the upper part of
the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone of the Western Iberian
Cordillera of Spain. Their illustrated specimen is much less
strongly curved dorsally than the El Pintado Stimulograptus
sp. It appears therefore that a number of rare and/or geograph-
ically restricted proximally dorsally curved Stimulograptus
species characterize the lower Telychian, in addition to the
more widespread St. becki (see Loydell 1993b and Štorch
1998a for full descriptions of the latter species).
Genus Streptograptus Yin, 1937, emend. Loydell, 1990b
Remarks. – Descriptions of chemically isolated material of
several Streptograptus and Pseudostreptograptus species
were provided by Loydell & Maletz (2004). Other taxa are
described in Lenz (1982; S. richardsonensis) and Štorch
(1998a; S. pericoi).
Streptograptus picarrai sp. nov.
Figures 17J, O, V, 21Y
1993b Streptograptus sp. – Loydell, p. 101, pl. 3, fig. 8,
text-fig. 18, fig. 6.
Holotype. – MGM6559-O (Figs 17V, 21Y), from S1.21,
lower Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Derivation of name. – After José Manuel Piçarra
d’Almeida, Portuguese graptolithologist.
Material. – Sixteen specimens, most of which are diagene-
tically flattened, from the lowermost to upper part of the
Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Diagnosis. – Broad Streptograptus increasing in dorso-ventral
width from 0.4–0.5 mm at th1 to 1.15 mm at th15. Rhabdo-
some is gently dorsally curved proximally (over the first three
to five thecae), straight or gently ventrally curved thereafter.
Description. – The rhabdosome is up to 16 mm long. It ex-
hibits very gentle dorsal curvature, over the first three to
five thecae and is straight or more usually very gently ven-
trally curved thereafter. The sicula is 1.05–1.3 mm long
with an apertural width of 0.2–0.35 mm. Its apex reaches to
just below the top of th1. Dorso-ventral width (higher va-
lues are in obliquely preserved specimens where rhabdo-
some width has been accentuated) is 0.4–0.5 mm at th1,
0.45–0.6 mm at th2, 0.5–0.65 mm at th3, 0.55–0.8 mm at
th5 and 0.65–0.9 mm at th10 and 1.15 mm at th15. The pro-
thecae of proximal thecae are parallel-sided or widen
slightly towards the metatheca; those of distal thecae are
broad-based and narrow towards the metatheca. The coiled
metathecae comprise just under half the rhabdosome
width. 2TRDs are 1.6–2.0 mm at th2, 1.65–2.05 mm at th3,
1.6–2.0 mm at th5 increasing to 1.8–2.25 mm distally.
Remarks. – Loydell (1993b) described a single specimen
of this species (comprising only th1–th6), from the Spiro-
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graptus guerichi Biozone of Wales. Its greater breadth ser-
ves to distinguish it from other species with similar rhabdo-
some curvature (e.g. S. pseudoruncinatus, Fig. 17U).
Genus Torquigraptus Loydell, 1993b
Remarks. – For most Torquigraptus species the El Pintado
material adds no new morphological information. Descrip-
tions of Torquigraptus species are spread across a number
of publications. Loydell’s (1993b) monograph contains
descriptions of T. involutus (Fig. 19L) and T. planus
(Fig. 20C), Linnarsson (1881) describes T. dextrorsus
(Fig. 22N), Štorch (1998b) and Loydell & Maletz (2009)
describe T. denticulatus (Fig. 21F, N, S), Štorch (2001)
describes T. magnificus (Fig. 22A, J) and Williams et al.
(2003) erected T. linterni (Figs 19P, S, 22C). T. muenchi
(Fig. 21M, AD, AE, AP) was originally described by Přibyl
(1942) as a species of Demirastrites, but it has the twisted
thecal apertures typical of Torquigrapus.
Fragmentary specimens of Torquigraptus are very dif-
ficult to identify. This is a result in part of the considerable
intraspecific variation in some species (e.g. see description
of T. obtusus below), which is a characteristic feature also
of some stratigraphically younger Torquigraptus species
(see Štorch 1998a on T. tullbergi). Further difficulties are
presented by the great similarity of the narrow proximal
portions of some species, e.g. T. involutus, T. linterni and
T. planus, and the varying appearances of rhabdosomes
and/or thecae as a result of their orientation to bedding.
These factors in combination necessitate collection of
specimens bearing many thecae in order to enable confi-
dent identifications.
Torquigraptus minutus (Chen, 1984)
Figure 22B, D, K, Z, AC, AD
partim 1982 Monograptus decipiens valens (Přibyl & Münch,
1942). – Lenz, pp. 75, 76, fig. 23g (non figs 6g, j, l,
23b, d, e).
partim 1982 Monograptus planus planus (Barrande, 1850). –
Lenz, p. 94, figs 7h, l, 26e, f (non fig. 26k).
partim 1984 Oktavites planus (Barrande). – Chen, p. 68, pl. 13,
fig. 14, pl. 18, fig. 7 (non pl. 14, figs 1, 4).
1984 Streptograptus nanshanensis minutus subsp. nov.;
Chen, p. 76, pl. 19, figs 5, 6, 9, 10.
1989 Monograptus decipiens valens (Přibyl & Münch). –
Melchin, fig. 11n.
1989 Monograptus decipiens n. ssp. – Melchin, fig. 11o.
1990 Oktavites planus (Barrande). – Ge, pp. 101, 102,
pl. 11, fig. 7, pl. 12, fig. 6, pl. 16, figs 3, 10 (?fig. 11).
1990 Oktavites toernquisti (Sudbury). – Ge, p. 104, pl. 17,
figs 7, 8.
1990 Demirastrites decipiens valens Přibyl & Münch. –
Ge, p. 105, pl. 15, figs 5, 6, 18.
1990 Demirastrites magnificus Přibyl & Münch. – Ge,
p. 106, pl. 14, fig. 5, pl. 15, figs 9–11, 13, 14
(?fig. 12).
1993a Monograptus minutus (Chen, 1984). – Loydell,
p. 335, fig. 4a–c.
Holotype. – NIGP 59903, figured Chen (1984, pl. 19,
fig. 6) from the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone of the Qiao-
tin section, Nanjiang, Sichuan, China.
Material. – 160 specimens, most of which are diagenetically
flattened, from the Stimulograptus halli Biozone through to
the upper part of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Description. – The rhabdosome is dorsally curved in its
proximal and mesial parts; distal fragments are also dor-
sally curved or exhibit twisting of the rhabdosome axis.
The sicula is 0.9–1.25 mm long with an apertural width
of 0.15 mm. Its apex reaches to a level from below the
aperture of th1 to just below its top. Thecae throughout
the rhabdosome characteristically have narrow prothe-
cal bases. Proximal thecae are axially elongated; mesi-
ally and distally they have a more triangular appearance.
Twisting of the thecal apertural region is visible on all
thecae. Dorso-ventral width increases slowly initially,
from 0.35–0.4 mm at th1 to 0.5–0.7 mm at th5 and
0.7–0.8 mm at th10. Some mesial fragments (e.g.
Fig. 22B) show a more rapid increase in width (a
doubling over ten thecae) after which the rate of increase
slows. The distal maximum width is 2.1 mm. In the few
specimens with a sicula (so that 2TRD can be measured at
a specific theca) 2TRD is 1.8–2.4 mm at th2, 1.8–2.25 mm
at th3, 1.9–2.1 mm at th5 and 1.8 mm at th10. Other prox-
imal–mesial fragments (lacking a sicula) exhibit a wider
range of 2TRDs, 1.55–2.85 mm. In distal fragments
2TRD is 1.6–2.5 mm.
Remarks. – T. minutus is a geographically widespread species
characterized by having a greater number of axially elongated
proximal thecae than T. obtusus. From T. planus (Fig. 20C) it
differs in having more prominent metathecae proximally,
and narrower prothecal bases and ventral prothecal walls at a
higher angle to the rhabdosome axis distally.
Torquigraptus obtusus (Schauer, 1971)
Figures 19K, 22I, L, M, T, W–Y, AE, 23A, F, J
1971 Monograptus (Spirogr.) planus obtusus n. subsp.;
Schauer, p. 74, pl. 27, fig. 5, pl. 33, figs 8, 9.
1979 Monograptus planus (Barrande). – Jaeger & Ro-
bardet, pl. 2, fig. 22.
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partim 1982 Monograptus decipiens valens (Přibyl & Münch,
1942). – Lenz, pp. 75, 76, figs 6g, j, l, 23b, d, e
(non fig. 23g).
1982 Monograptus planus obtusus Schauer, 1971. –
Lenz, p. 97, figs 8m, 27a, g.
1990 Oktavites planus obtusus (Schauer). – Ge, p. 102,
pl. 16, figs 5–8, pl. 22, fig. 12.
1991a M. clingani (Carruthers, 1867). – Loydell, fig. 5.
1992 Monograptus obtusus Schauer, 1971. – Štorch,
p. 199, pl. 1, fig. 2, fig. 2, text-fig. 2e, i, j.
1993b “Monograptus” obtusus Schauer, 1971. – Loydell,
pp. 128, 129, pl. 5, fig. 10, text-figs 3, 13.
Holotype. – The specimen illustrated by Schauer (1971,
pl. 25, fig. 5) from the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone of
Weinberg bei Hohenleuben, Thüringia, Germany.
Material. – 254 mostly diagenetically flattened specimens,
from the upper Stimulograptus halli Biozone through to the
middle Spirograptus guerichi Biozone.
Description. – The rhabdosome is dorsally curved
throughout, most tightly at the proximal end. The sicula
is 0.8–1.1 mm long, with an apertural width of 0.15 mm.
Its apex reaches to a level from below the aperture of th1
to below its top. Thecae are triangular throughout with
twisted apertures. The width of the base of the protheca
in relation to total rhabdosome width increases signifi-
cantly from proximal thecae, where the base of the pro-
theca is narrow, to distal thecae where it can comprise
greater than half of the rhabdosome width. The increase
in overall rhabdosome dorso-ventral width and the incre-
ase in relative breadth of prothecal bases distally vary
significantly between specimens. Stratigraphically older
collections consist exclusively of more slowly widening
specimens bearing more proximal thecae with narrow
prothecal bases. Stratigraphically younger collections,
from the lower to middle guerichi Biozone contain a wider
variation, including specimens identical to those from
the halli Biozone (e.g. Fig. 22AE), but also much more
rapidly widening rhabdosomes with broader prothecal
bases developed earlier in the rhabdosome (e.g.
Figs 22W, 23A). As a result of this considerable intraspe-
cific variation and the effect of apparent widening or na-
rrowing resulting from the orientation of the rhabdo-
some in relation to bedding, dorso-ventral width shows
considerable variation: at th1 it is 0.45–0.7 mm, at th5
0.95–1.45 mm and at th10 1.3–1.85 mm. Maximum
dorso-ventral width distally is 2.25 mm. 2TRDs are
1.5–2.05 mm at th2, 1.35–2.05 mm at th5 and
1.7–2.2 mm at th10. One specimen (Fig. 19K) shows evi-
dence for regeneration after damage: th8 possesses an
unusually elongated protheca and its width and morpho-
logy are characteristic of more distal thecae.
Remarks. – T. obtusus differs from T. minutus in having
axially elongated thecae only at its extreme proximal end
and in the bases of prothecae being broader, especially dis-
tally. In both the Czech Republic (Štorch 1992) and in the
El Pintado sections T. obtusus disappears significantly be-
low the top of the Spirograptus guerichi Biozone. Loydell
(1993b) incorrectly stated that this species lacks twisted
thecal apertures, probably a result of the few Welsh speci-
mens available being preserved in obverse view in which
the thecal apertures are largely hidden. T. obtusus is similar
to ‘Monograptus’ pseudocommunis Zalasiewicz, 1994 in
rhabdosome shape and thecal outline. The latter species has
a much narrower proximal end with thecae that more axially
elongated and reaches a lesser maximum width of 1 mm.
Torquigraptus sp.
Figure 22H
Material. – 72 diagenetically flattened specimens, mostly
from the lower part of the Stimulograptus halli Biozone
where the species is very common.
Description. – All of the rhabdosome fragments are very
narrow and are gently dorsally curved. The longest is more
than 20 mm long. None possesses a sicula. Ventral prothe-
cal walls are inclined at up to 5° to the rhabdosome axis.
Thecal apertures appear to be twisted. Dorso-ventral width
is 0.2–0.3 mm. 2TRDs are 2.3–2.9 mm.
Remarks. – The appearance of these specimens is similar to
that of the proximal portions of several Torquigraptus spe-
cies, e.g. T. planus (Fig. 20C) and T. linterni (Figs 19P,
S, 22C). There is, however, no appreciable increase in
dorso-ventral width. The material most probably repre-
sents a new species.
+	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1. The El Pintado sections provide the most complete, lar-
gely undeformed, graptolitic section through the upper
Aeronian and lower Telychian thus far documented.
2. A high diversity of graptolites (118 species) is pres-
ent: the composition of the assemblages (few retiolitids,
rare Metaclimacograptus asejradi, generally uncommon
Parapetalolithus) is typical of an outer shelf setting.
3. Palaeobiogeographical differentiation of graptolite
faunas in the early Telychian appears to have been very
limited.
4. Several taxa (Fig. 12) show consistent biostrati-
graphical ranges across several terranes/palaeocontinents
and are particularly valuable in biostratigraphical subdivi-
sion of the upper Aeronian and lower Telychian.
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5. Of the various biozonations proposed for the upper
Aeronian and lower Telychian, use of the Stimulograptus
halli Biozone (with a Lituigraptus rastrum Subzone form-
ing its middle part) for the upper Aeronian, and retention of
the Spirograptus guerichi and Sp. turriculatus biozones for
the lower Telychian is recommended. It is recognised that
distinguishing between the upper St. sedgwickii Biozone
and lower halli Biozone is dependent upon identification of
the biozonal index species.
6. In future, biostratigraphers need to be aware of the
stratigraphically early occurrence of Sp. turriculatus low in
the guerichi Biozone in El Pintado section 1. Fortunately,
the guerichi Biozone contains a wide range of distinctive
taxa and remains easily recognizable as a result.
7. The δ13Corg record through the upper Aeronian and
lower Telychian at El Pintado reveals no major excursions.
A protracted interval of higher values occurs in the upper
guerichi and lower turriculatus biozones. This coincides
with a significant reduction in graptolite diversity, the
“utilis event”.
8. The δ13Corg records through the guerichi Biozone of El
Pintado and Arctic Canada are remarkably similar (Fig. 15)
and have the potential (if integrated with graptolite bio-
stratigraphy) to be used as an additional tool for correlation
between these two widely geographically separated areas.
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